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spectra that were excited by photons, the normal and some of the satel-
ABSTRACT 

lite Auger processes in each spectrum could be distinguished The satel-

An inner-shell electron vacancy in atomic or molecular systems can lite processes that were considered in the analysis are (1)Auger elsc

be filled by one of two modes characteristic x-ray emission or Auger trons that resulted from the decay of (a) autoionization and (b) monopole 

electron emission The Auger electron results from an Auger transition excited and ionized states and (2) Auger lines that appear from ioniza

which can be described as an electron-electron coulombic interaction be- tions and excitations by the normal Auger electrons 

tween two electrons of lower binding energy than the inner-shell vacancy From the identification of the normal lines in the Auger spectra,
 

Usually the initial state, an inner-shell vacancy, Is created without energy values were calculated for (1) the minimum energy required for 

additional excitation If this vacancy is filled with an Auger transi- double electron removal for the ground state of a neutral molecule and 

tion, the process Is referred to as normal An Auger readjustment to an (2) the second ionization energy for a given molecular orbital 

initial state with additional excitation other than a hole in the K-level 

results in satellite processes The normal processes result ordinarily 

in the most intense lines and their characterization is the main interest 

to the Anger spectroscopist 

If the K- and L-shell electrons are involved in the Auger transi

tion, the interaction is referred to as a K-SL, Auger process The high 

resolution K-UL Auger spectra of some simple gaseous molecules were 

recorded and analyzed The molecules that were studied are N2 , 02, C0, 

110, H20, CO2, CH4, CH3F, CH2F2 , CUP3, OF4 , Sill4 and SiF4 Each spectrum 

was excited by electron impact. In addition to electron excitation, some 

portions of each spectrum ,were induced by x-ray irradiation. Also, the 

is-photoelectron spectra in a few cases were recorded 

In the analysis of an Auger spectrum that was excited by electrons 

four different energy regions were located The division of a spectrum 

in four regions was accomplished by using a very simple shell model. By 

incorporating auxiliary experiments, i.e , the is-photoelectron and Auger 

iv 
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CHAPTER I 

TODUCTION 

In the past century qualitative and quantitative chemical analysis 

and the nature of the chemical bona have been increasingly explored by 

many spectroscopic techniques (see Figure 1), One of these techniques, 

which in the last few years has proven to be a powerful and exciting 

instrumental tool with great potentialities, is high resolution electron 

spectroscopy This technique measures the kinetic energy of electrons 

The four main divisions of electron spectroscopy stem from the ainer in 

which excitation is induced electron impact spectroscopy, (EIS) - scat

tered electrons from monoenergetic electron impact with the target gas, 

penning ionization spectroscopy (PIS) - electrons resulting from a procei 

of the form A* + M - A + M + + e- in which the target gas M interacts vi-

A*, an excited atom and often a metastable species, photoelectron spoe

troscopy (PES) - photoelectrons from the ;hotoelectric effect, and Auger 

spectrosopy (AS) - secondary electrons from the Auger effect EIS is 

useful for studying normally empty electronic levels and particularly f. 

studying "forbidden" transitions of optical spectroscopy The results o: 

PIS studies yield information concerning filled valence levels of a mole 

"
 cule and the intermediate states of the Ae + M interaction When applie 

to molecules, PEE can be subdivided into measurements depending on wheth 

the ejected electrons originated from the "inner" or "valence" shell of 

the atom Since inner shell electrons are highly localized on a particu. 

lar atom of a molecule, inner-shell binding energy measurements give 

I
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information for each atom in a molecule Changes in the chemical environ

00 ment about an atom, such as a change in the oxidation state, are reflected 

t W in these inner-shell measurements Valence shell binding energy measure

toCrM 
' - t 

.. 

0 

ments are descriptive of the electrons involved in chemical bonds, and 

these measurements have been related to theory, optical data, stability of 

2 
o 

- -the 
Or 
O0 

resulting singly positive ion, and also to the strength of the chmi

cal bond For further discussions on HIS, PIS and PES the reader is re

cc M 

Z / 

>~ 
> 

us00 
-2 

0cF 
X 

0 

2W 
0. 4 
00c 

Z 

-o 
2 

2 

Mferred to references 1, 2, to 2, 3, and to 2, h, 5, 6, respectively 

The last main division of electron spectroscopy, Auger spectroscopy, 

has been used for surface studies on solids, such as surface composition 

and contamination, particularly for the identification of low atomaic num

her elements 7 Also the Auger technique has been usewd to study gaseous 

molecules where the Auger data can be related to the final electronic 
8-11 

states of the resulting positive ions. This division of electron 

spectroscopy will now be discussed in detail 

0) t 

I 

A History of Auger Phenomenon - The Auger Effect 

W kn12 
In 1925 while studying the photoradiation of Inert gases, AugerwreporedpieltracksasseeninailsoonexpnsionchamberThtwb 

N. served track. were the result of I onization Caused by the inner-shell 

0photoelectron and the secondary Auger electron The longer of the tracks 

,was ascribed to the photoelectron which depended on the magnitude of hv 

and satisfied equation (1-1) Es. is the energy of the photoelectron 

0 d E .=hv-b 
e (1-1) 

which is directlyr proportional to the amount of ionization that occurs in 
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the cloud chamber and, therefore, to the length of the tog track, hV is 

the energy of the impinging monoohromatic photon, and b is the binding ORNL-OWG ?G-4444 

energy of the electron being ejected. The shorter track was assigned to 

the Auger electron whose path length was independent of the energy of the tZ 

hV bead. Auger supposed correctly that the shorter track electrons were L 

associated with the decay of an excited atcm following the ejection of 

the photoelectron from an inner shell, hi'N aK+ K-
HOTO-

An irmar-shell vacancy can be created in an atom by photons, as in ELECTRON 

the case of Auger's experiments, or by charged particles, such as elae- K 

trons. Within - 10 l4 second this vacancy will be filled by one of two NEON 

modes eharacteristic x-ray emission or Auger electron emission The Pigure 2a Inner-shell excitation of a neon atom by a photon 

Auger electron results frn the Auger roess which tan 'c decribed as 

an electron-electron caulmbic interaction between two electrons of lower 

bindIng energ than the initial inner photoelectron This interaction iS 

regarded as a perturbation under the action or which a transition takes LU L, 

fills the in er-sh0l vacency and the Lt . y Lt 
place where one of the electrons 

other Is raised into the continuum outside the atom ConseqUently, the I 
Auger process can simply be described as a non-radiative readjustment to XLL 

an inner-shell vacancy Piure 2a represents the interaction of a mono- K i K 

chromatic photon with a -electron of a No atom. The results of this in- DOUBLY 
CHARGED
 

teraction ar (i) a K-photcelectron and (2) the formation of a singly posi- NEON 
.tive ion, Ner'*. Figure 2b shows the two modes of de-excitation of VeK+ .  igurc 21 De-excitation sodes of floK 

The number of transitions resulting from a rn-radiative readjustment 

to an inner-shell vacancy can be expresaed in terms of a matrix element, 
1 3 

M, where Mis described by equation (1-2). 
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r(ia) 	 referred to somewhat avkwardly as the "shake-up" process, and readjust
2etJr.,-u 
 to, state usal reuti iheeg atellite lines
 

ents to shake-up states usually result In high energy a 
state derivedIt describes the raw eigenfnction of the final electronic 


can occur as the result
 
from a given coupling scheme (ir-S, i-i), and ll, describes the eigenfuno- Additional high energy satellite processes 

of an autoionization process An autoionization state is formed by the 
plus the Auger electron, again coupled

tions of the initial vacancy 

resonance absorption of an inner-shell electron into an unoccupied irolecu
r(r,,r 0 - ) is the radial coordinate for an electron (ap, ) which in-

1 	 lar orbital With electron excitation the inner-shell resonance absorp
corporates the Auger transition 	 Ir is a coulombic operator re

iral ad f tion evolves from the inelastic collisions of the incident electron beam 
lated to the coordinates of the initial and final states 

with the molecule during which the high energy electrons impart to the
 

B Different Types of Auger Processes 	 molecule only the necessary energy needed to excite the inner-shell elec

tron into the vacant excited level Decay of an autoionization state by
lines that appet in an Auger spectrum are 

to as "normal" a nor-radiative transition results in high energy Auger satellite electrons 

Usually the more intense 

the result of "normal" Auger processes and are referred 

Additional low energy satellite electrons can occur from sudden mono
lines Frequently, the less intense peaks are due to the "satellite" 

1 8 
an Ini-	 pole excitations and ionizations ("double-Auger" processes) when the 

Auger processes forming "satellite" Auger electrons Ordinarily 

additional excitation If Auger electron is ejected These satellite lines do not in general causetial inner-shell vacancy is created without 

confusion in identifying the normal line, as will be seen later in the
 this vacancy is filled with an Auger transition, the process is referred 


III, page 87to as normal However, there is a high probability, for neon at least 210 analysis section, Chapter 

percent 
14, and probably higher for molecules, for the occurrence of ni- Also characteristic of each of the different processes15 	 is the charge 

the resulting ion following the Auger transition normal processes,
tial excitation via promotion of one or more less tightly bound electrons on 

either into the continuum causing multiple ionization or into discrete a + 2, high energy satellite processes, a + 1 from autoionization and 

2 from monopole excitation, low energy satellite processes, a + 3 or
levels Initial ionization or excitation is caused by monopole transi-	 a+ 

tions resulting from a sudden change in the shielding as the inner-shell 	 greater from monopole ionization and a + 3 from the double Auger process. 

electron is being ejected Initial monopole ionization has been referred C. Nomenclature for the Auger Electro 
16 7 readjustment to a 

,2 and a non-radiative 
to as the "shake-off" process, 

that result in the formation of 
state formed by the shak-off process results in the foruation of low 	 For atoms, normal Auger processes 

doubly charged ions are labeled K-LL, K-IM, L-t, etc The first letter 
energy satellite Auger electrons. 	 Initial monopole excitation has been 

indicates the main energy level where the initial hole was made in the
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8 

will be given special attention later, page 139), therefore, Auger pro
refer to the original levels of 

the two
 
atom, and the last two letters 

K and I shells are of interest From an atomic 
cesses involving only the

the Auger process S
loosely bound electrons that are involved in 

point of view, I and tIn levels for these elements can be considered 
the sublevels involved in the

numeral subscripts are provided to denote 

degenerate Table I lists the six possible normal K-L Auger lines that
 
i a , K-I or liIIM9 The Auger electron shown intransition, 

of the doublyThe final electronic states can result from a neon atom 
has been labeled K-ItXIIn signifying one electron

Figure 2b, page 5, 
are also given in the table These states arise by using the

charged ion 
were involved in the Auger transition

each from the II and tin sublevels 
A similar coupp L-S coupling schee for the doubly Positive ion 

Pso included with each Auger electron, if known, will be the final elec-

ling scheme can be applied to diatomic molecules to derive the different 
tronic state of the charged ion 

These final states will be given in
 possible final electronic states 

and low energ satellite Auger electrons is

The nomenclature for high 

the disussion of the spectra of individual molecules electron would indicate an initial KL ioniza-

tion, formed by a shake-off process, followed by a transition promoted by D Energy of the Ajger Electron for a Normal Auger Process 

the coulombic interaction of three L-shell electrons A RM+I-Ml auto

similar A KL-LILsatellite 

The kinetic energy of the electrons resulting from K-LL Auger 
pro

mans initial K to M excitation followed by MILionization electron 
to z, and the normal processes are approximately directly proportional 

electron-electron interaction 
EA is the Auger electron are given by equation (1-3) 19
cesses for atomc 


for Auger Proceses in molecules to be used in thisThe nomenclature 

- - EL - ' (1-3)dissertation follows the general scheme used for atoms The normal Auger EA EK EL 

processes involving only weakly bonding electrons, w, will be label energy, EK and " are the binding energies of the K and L shells, respec

ws-w (like -tisiiiLiiiI for neon) Those processes involving one tively, and EL ' is the binding energy of an L-shell electron appropriate 

weasss one electeon, s,will be labeled is-ws, to an element singly ionized Since EL and EL ' are small compared to BE,and strongly bonding 

processes involving two tightly bound electrons will be labeled Is-se EA is the same order of magnitude as EK Table I lists the calculated 

An autoionization process, for example one which involves an electron in Auger electron energies that result from a free atom of each element from 

the excited orbital, e enda weekly bonding electron, will be labeled carbon through neon as taken from Appendix 4 of reference 4 These Auger 

se+lcge Satellite processes that result from t e decay of multiply electron energies were obtained as a difference between separate calcula

tions on the total energy of an atom with a hole in the K-shell and thecharged ions, sUch as X2 , will be labeled isw-ww. 

In this dissertation atoms in molecules with atomic number of less total energy of the final doubly charged ion. For these calculations 

than i are studied (except for the two silicon-containing molecules which relativistic, self-consistent wave functions were used 
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10 
Auger energies, EA for noral Auger lines in molecules can be de

scribed as the difference in the binding energy of the Is shell, Eis , and 

d) %D the total energy of an electronic state of the doubly charged ion relative 

4 10 0 0 0 0 

+' +1 41 
V 0 

H to the gng electronic state of the neutral molecule, ui (eqation 1-4) 

H c H H 04 44A E1 . E.X+2 (1-4) 

dHowever, B 2 values are generally unnown and have been calculated only 

4, in a limited nuber of cases, therefore, toestinate teA uger tran 

H- .orsiti energies for different elesoenta in molecules, equotio (-3) and/or 

ox .Z ibleI are often used 

. i e Selection Rules - Transition Rates 

C) 43, ally governed by selection ruflesMe orn has listed thA ules for Auger 

atms anor Geldlys atos (aremen) Ti bten 

~~ ~ 
H~~~~ - 4 .1 -

(2) 8 ox S~ and (3)
f 

i = Lf, where S, L and J are quantum nusbers detin

ii 00Forr 

.t H ~ing the initial, 1, and final, f, states involved in the Auger process 

molecules (I)Ji - J2 , (2) no change In the synevetry Properties of 

H .athe initial and final statesp ,e I. + - allowed, bat +- not allowed., 

8 g4 (3) Inthe case of hamonclarx molsecaxle. V, -± and g ,4Sexe the only 

S H Ctransitions allowed, (4) 8~ Ef= 
~f 

nd (5) A, - T, Ai t I where A refers 

04'V 4 to total anguslar moweatun of an initial or final state In using these 

~H H , 4'selection rules, the final states, f, sre derived from electronic states 

o 3 44H I-lt Q of the doubly charged ion, and the Initial state, i, evolves fromn the A-s 

01 H H Fl H ~coupling between the inner-shell vacancy and the enitted Auger electron. 

I The relative Auger Intensities have been calculated for IC-LL processes 

for a large number of atoms. Generally good agreeent Is found between 
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the calculated and experimental transition rates except for light 

elements 24 The addition of configuration interaction into the theo-
TABLE 17 

retical calculation by Asasd2 5 seems to lead to better agreement with the 

26 MOLECULES WHOSE K-LL AUGER SPECTRA HAVE BEE STUDIED 
experimental values, but the situation is still far from satisfactory 2BY HIGH RESOUITION ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY 

A rough intensity distribution can be obtained from the statistical occu

pation of the different orbitals involved in the Auger transition, a g , Sample Phase Reference Sample Phase Reference 

ls-2p~p processes are more probable than a ls-2s2s process Table I, Ne Gas 4, 15, 20, 23 Mg Solid 29 

Ar Gas ii, 27 K Solidpage 10, gives the experimental relative intensities for the normal K-IL 30
 

02 Gas 11, 28 Cu Solid 31, 32, 33
Auger process in neon 15 

as 8, 1 C0 Solid 33 
F. Instruments Used and Compounds Studied by Auger Spectroscopy 

N2 

C8 Gas 31 CuO Solid 33 

Basically, the instruments available for studying the Auger spectrum OH4 Gas 4, 1i Ge Solid 31 

of atoms or molecules can be divided into two groups low resolution CF4 Gas 11 KS1 Solid 34 

instruments suitable for elemental identification of solid surfaces, and C6R6 Gas 11 K2 SO4 Solid 34 

high resolution machines usable for detail analysis of gases and solids 02H6 Gas Ui Na2 S2 03 Solid 35 

Three companies, Varian, Veeco and Physical Electronics, make low resolu- Nael Solid 4 

tics instruments for surface analysis of solids Two companies, Varian Nap Solid 36 

and Picker, have on the market high resolution dispersion type spectro- MgF2 Solid 36 

meters which inprincipal are capable of achieving detail Auger structure UiP Solid 36 

Thus far all the high resolution spectra have been taken on non-cosnerclal Tie 2 solid 4 

dispersion spectrometers. Table II lists some of the gas and solid 

samples that have been studied by Auger spectroscopy using these deflec

tion type instruments 

0 Proposed Problem 

In addition to assisting in the calibration of a high resolution
 

electron spectrometer used at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ONL) and in 
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the design and construction of its excitation sources, this author became 

interested in Auger spectroscopy largely through the prior endeavors of
 

Drs Thomas A Carlson and Manfred 0 Krause at ORNL Under the direction 

of Drs 0 K Schieitzer and W E Bull at the University of Tennessee and 

Drs Carlson and Krause, the study of the Auger spectrum excited by elec-

tron impact of each element in different molecules was proposed The 

molecules were 0 , 00, NO, C0P, JO, CH, CE3 F, CaFa, F3' cF4',, 

SIH4 and SiF4 The first four were chose. because they am simple homo-

nuclear and heteronuclear diatomic molecules The additional spectra of 

C02 and H20 allowed for the study of the Auger spectra of triatomic mole-

cules and, in addition, permitted the comparison of the oxygen K-LL Auger 

spectrum in different chemical environments The recording of the spectra 

in the fluoromethane series allowed one to observe the overall change in 

the spectrum of a given element in a homologus series In order to 

elucidate some of the initial states available for Auger processes, the 

photoelectron and the Auger spectra excited by AIXa x-rays of a few of 

the above listed compounds were recorded 

CHAPTER 11 

INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNIQUES 

A Electron Spectrometer 

Figure 3 displays the electron spectrometer that was installed at 

ORNL The heart of the spectrometer is exhibited in Figure 4 and is 

a11ustrated by a schematic diagram in Figure 5 The latter two figures 

show (1)the target chamber, where the x-ray or electron beam from the
 

excitation source interacts with the sample, (2'the two spherical sector
 

plates Cuontained in an aluminum hcusing) where electrons are analyzed 

according to their kinetic energies, and (3)the detector In brief, the 

Auger electrons produced in the target chamber are separated according to
 

their kinetic energies by the eletrical fields applied to the plates and 

then counted by the detector 

The region where interaction of the electron beam and the sample gas 

occurs is shown as an insert of Figure 5 Also shown in the same figure 

are the entrance slits used to define the resolutxon of the spectrometer 

The slits are adjustable and Table III gives the spectrometer resolution 

for the various slit sizes
 

The ejected Auger electrons produced in the target chamber enter the
 

region of the two aluminum electrostatic plates Predetermined voltages 

of opposite polarity are applied to the electrostatic plates Two saw

tooth voltages, also of opposite polarity, are superimposed on the electro

static plates, and the sweep of the sawtooth is kept in synchronization 

with the channel advance of a RIDL 400 channel analyzer Thus, for a given 

15 
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TALE III 

SLIT SYSTEMS USED FOR DIFFENT 
SPECTR0NMBf flfSOILPPIOli 

o0 Dimensions of Slit Observed 
10 Definin Slat 

(Yin)(mm) 
Baffle Percentage b 

Energy Resolution 

1 0 xlO 1 5 x15 0 39 

0 5 x 10 1 x 15 0.17 

g0 2 x10 0O6zxl1 0 09 

0 1 X o 05x0 oo 

0 a
The defining slit that was used to obtain 0 06 

percent resolution was curved to a 20 cm radius 

o bThe percentage resolution was obtained by 
measuring the full width at half maximum (pwM) of 
the most intense line (1D2 line at 8o4 15 ev) in the 
neon K-LL Auger spectrum Less of resolution was 
noted at higher target chamber pressures and higher 

intensities of the excitation beam 

Ft0 
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voltag on the plates, only electrons of specific kinetic energy are
 

allowed to fall on the Mtllarc Model No B419BL electron multiplier The 

signal is amplified prior to reaching the multichannel analyzer A block 


diagran of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 6
 

While traveling in the region between the electrostatic plates, the
 

-4electrons move through a magnetic field free space (< ± 2 x 10' gauss) 

To obtain this field free space the earth's and stray magnetic fields were 

cancelled with three pairs of Helmholtz coils The reader is referred to
 

reference 37 for mole detailed information on the spectrometer, such as 

the type of voltage supplies used and the dimensions of the aluminum
 

electrostatic plates 

B Excitation Sources
 

Two excitation sources were used to excite Auger processes (I)an
 

electron gun and (2) an x-ray tube The electron gun produced approxi

mately fifty times the activity in a peak as the x-ray tube but with four 

times the background compared to peak intensity 

1. Electron Gun 

The electron gun is shown in Figure 7 The main structure of the gun 

consists of a Tektronix cathode-ray tube which is mounted to flange A via 

glass stand-offs. The cathode-my tube consists of four metal electrodes 

labeled (1), (2), (3) and (4) A tungsten filament taken from a General 

Electric No 1630 light bulb sits inside electrode (1). When the electron 

gun is in operation these four electrodes are at negative, ground, nega

tive and ground potentials, respectively. For example, to excite 3 keV 

21 
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electrons a negative 3 kV would be alTlied to the filament and electrode 

(i) Electrons are emitted by passing either alternating or direct cur

rent through the filent wire The electons leaving the negative fila

ment are accelerated through a one-eighth inch hole in electrode (1) to 
Co 

< ground potential of electrode (2) Then they pass into electrode (3) 

z where they are de-accelerated and focused into a beam source Electrode 

(3) is operated at 2 4 kV (approximately 80 percent of the filament 

voltage) The focused beas is again accelerated by the ground potential 

_ of electrode (4) The resultant electron beam is one-eighth inch in 

diameter and I to 100 microamperes in intensity The maximum kinetic 

| energy of the electron beam obtainable from the gun was 5 keV. 

S The inner structure of the electron gun attached to flange A can be 
0 

o 
m j -inserted into its housing via flange B The housing contains baffles and 

portholes for differential pumping, three adjustment screws, and bellows 

for electron bean alignment The differential pumping allows for minimal 

5 pressure in the electron gun, which in turn increases the life of the 

filament and increases the maximum operating voltage The adjustment 

screws allow for alignment of the electron beas with the entrance slit of 

target chamber in order to obtain maximum detectable Auger processes The 

electron gaun assembly is mounted to the target chamber of the spectrometer 

via flange C. 

For some of the later experiments a BTI (Brad Thompson Industries) 

model 780 electron gun was installed. The Pierce3 8 geometry is used in 
the cathode-anode design By employing this geometry no external focusing 

of the electrons into a bean source is required The gun was operated at 

5 to 6 kV and 30 to 100 microamperes emission, although it is capable 
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of obtaining 9 6 kV and 8o0 microampres Compared to the electron gun OFNLO*5i-tas 

described previously, where two stages of differential pumping were used, HIGHOLTAGS-TAND OFFS 

the BTI gun employs one additional stage to aid in obtaining higher operat

ing voltages. CATHOE 

2 X-r Tube PA-

An x-ray tube consists of a cathode electron source whose electrons TAGETCHAMBER 

bombard an anode to produce x-irradiation The x-ray tube used in this 

study in shown in Figure 8. he cathode end of the tube consists of a YY TB omw 

tungsten filament (General Electric No 1630), a vanadium window shield, FILAMENTROS CATHODE 

leads for filament heating, high voltage pyrex glass etand-offs, and a TUN55TEN FILAMENT VANADIUMW']ND0WSHIELD WINDW 

water Jacket for cooling An aluminum anode, that was hollowed, beveled / I 

and insulated from ground, was used The copper cylindrical housing of ALJwIWM ANOI 

the x-ray tube has a window to allow for the x-ray beem passage into the ' X-Rk¥HOuSIN 

target chamber. 
0RN 

Under normal operating conditions the cathode and anode are at a nega

tive and positive voltage, respectively Two amperes current are applied 

to the tungsten filament resulting in 20 milliamperes emission The elec- QUARTZHIGHT 

trn beam strikes the aluminum anode and x-radiation is produced The alu

minum KO radiation is allowed to pass through a 0 07 mn aluminum window TAE 

The thin aluminum window removes low energ Brehzsstrahlung from the x-ray 

beam and allows for a minimal amount of high energy Brehmstrahlung The 

aluminum line appears as n unresolved doublet (K = 1.48670 keV, K6 CODLIN 

1.48627 key)3 9 with a FIW of 0.9 eV.1I Other detectable lines are K Figure 8 X-ray tube. 

of 1.5574 keV39 and K0 , satellite of 1.4960 ReV 4 o at 6 5 end 13.0 per

cent abundance, respectively, of the main KO line. The vanadium window 
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shield decreases the probability of tungsten, from the filament, being 

deposited on the thin aluminum window 

In the latter stages of this work it was found that the x-ray tube ORNL-DWG 70- 1459R 

worked better without the tantalum shield, with the cathode at ground and 300K-L, ',) 

the anode at a positive 8 kV For this work a 12 kV high-voltage Sorenson NEON 

supply was utilized 
240 

K-LL AUGER 

C Operating Pressure of Sample Gas 

The gaseous samples were studied at constant pressure during a given 
180 

run. The gas pressures ranged from 5 to 10 microns in the target chamber 

and approximately 10 m pressure in the spectrometer housing Indepen

dent pressure studies, Capter In, page 56, suggest that contributions to U 120 

the observed Auger spectra from inelastic scattering are negligible 

D. Energy Calibration of Spectrum I, 

60 Z_
K.LLLX(1SO ) 

K.LrmLs,m(So1 

1 Sweep Calibration I' K-LLx,m (o.1,2) * 

t 
The Auger spectra of the materials used in this study were recorded A 

on energy sweeps of 2, 12, 30, 68 and 96 eV The calibration of each of 0 80 160 240 320 400 

these sweeps had to be made, i.e., the increase in the sawtooth voltage CHANNEL NUMBER 

over the 400 channels of the analyzer. Differences in energy between the Figure 9 Neon K-LL Auger electron spectrum on a 68 eV sweep 

Auger electron peaks in Ne K-LL and Ar L-E spectra are accurately known, 

therefore, these were chosen to calibrate the energy sweeps The Ne K-LL 

on a 68 eV and Ar I-W4 on a 3O ev sweep are shown in Figures 9 and 10, 

respectively The peak energies and differences are given in Tables IV 

and V Figures lla and llb give the known peak energies versus the channel 

number for the 68 eV and 30 eV sweeps from which the energy per channel 

was determined. 
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ORNL-DWG 70-1460A30 

Lm-Mr,mMn,m( 

t f)f --


ARGON 
L-MM AUGER LpMmMin('po ,)_
 

240
 
TABLE fl 

K-LL AUGER ELECTRON ENERGIES OF NEON 

IO Absolute AR From
3 

UN Transition Energy (eV)2 D Lin (eV) 

11 748.1 *0 65 56 ±1o.1 

19 
- o If4.L K- 1 , 771 5 32 7

120 

3Po, 1 ,2 ) 782 0 22 2L-PK-L, L11 , 1 1I( 

mIK, 1 1 1 (
I 

So) 8oo 5 3.7MM ,) , Ip)}-L-M 1Mm(3Po,,) i K 804 15 0 01 

_____'_________________'___________).=-M 1('S0) A 1 ' ' !III(D2 S41Z 0 1M 4 1 

0 80 160 240 320 400
 

CHANNEL NUMBER
 

Figure 10 Argon L- Auger electron spectum on a 30 eV sweep 



TAKTE V 

L-W AUGER ELECTRON EERGIES OF ARGON 

AR From
 
Absolute LII-MI, il, iii %,)
 

Trnsition Energy (eV)27  (ev
 

mIli-M MI(Is o ) 179 93 ± 0 25 27 08 00 

hLr- nIi('P) 187 16 19 85 

17 71LII- MII,,I(IpI 189 30 

L3IIpM I 190 76 16 25 

1. Il 0f-tr(i 5III'o,1,2 
) 192 90 

6 141 

In Mi-inI IIn 2 203 26 375 

tnI-Iinr MII,In(3po,2,2
) o4 81 a20 

IIINI IIMIIIII( D2) 205 40 1 61 

L1 I-MIo11 xI,,1 (3,,1,2) 207 01 0 00 

MiiII(ISo)EMII,,i 200 87 

l- eV 

e-oVVto ENERGYFROMK-Ln L c(' 2 ) LiJE 

Ol- ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 O -07 

w- 0 

0 
0 70 
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ORlL OR 2055 

2 Calibration of Sample -( 79.2' A LIEnerg vHEN NEONI 


K LgLj =R LL 

Energy calibrations for the peaks of the sample under investigation 

were made by using a Ne, Ar, and sample mixture Under a constant pres

sure and electron beam intensity, the spectra of the individual components 

in the mixture were taken on a 12 eV sweep for 400 channels The results
 

for an oxygen calibration are shown in Figure 12 Prior to the recording
 

of each spectrum, the voltage on the plates was determined At this indi

cated plate voltage the minimum kinetic energy electron is detectable in
 
I , I I , 

O Ichannel zero of the analyzer. The relationship between the kinetic energy rN RGON 

of the electron at channel zero, E0, to the predetermined plate voltage, P, 

is given by equation (2-i) V 

Eo=OQ?+ V (2-1) ,, , ,,
 

Y is constant for each calibration, but is dependent upon the components " .-o 0.v
 

of the gas mixture, the pressure of the mixture and the intensity of the w *ov 

ionizing electron beam Alpha (a) is a proportionality constant whose iKIo, 'B9,V OXYGEN
K LL 

value is dependent upon the energy sweep and the number of analyzer chan

nels that were used 

In the oxygen calibration (E ) and (E,) are determined by know--*-"4 
o Ne oAr 

ing the energy of the peak, the channel at which the peak appears, and the I 

sweep calibration Alpha (a) can be found from equation (2-2) For the 'Ms 

SAr (2-2)
 

PNe PAr
 
S 00 60 040 320 400
 

oxgen calibration of Figure 22, a was determined to be 4 056 By know- GjANEL .UMOE
 

Figure 12 Calibration of molecular oxygen K-LL Auger electron
 
ing P02, (E )o2 can be calculated from equation (2-3) Then by koing peaks using neon, argon and oxygen mixture
 

(Eo) (E')Ne - a(PNe " eO2) (2-3)
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the swee"p calibration, the channel at which the oxygen peaks appear, and 

(Eo) 2, the energy of the Auger electrons in the oxygen peaks can be found 

E. Chemical Materials
 

TABIE VI 

Table VI lists the gaseous materials studied and their percentage 
GASEOUS MATERIALS STUDIED AND THEIR 

Purities PERCENTAGE PURITIES
 

Gas Percentage Purity
 
a
02 99 9999 999a2 

N2 a 
CO 99 9 
O 99 au 

CO 99 99 5a2 
re-purifiedbH20 


CH 99 99c4 

CH 99,o
 3 


C0 99 002 F2 

98 oCo 3 
99 7
CF4 

SiH 4 99 9999, 
SiF 4 99 6 a 

aThe listed percentage purity is the 
purity specified by the manufacturer 

bDissolved gases were removed from the 

distilled water by heating the liquid water to 
approxamately 700 C in vaeuo
 

amass spectral data were taken on these 
compounds 
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ANALYSES OF A K-LL AUGER SPECTRA INVOLVING THE VALENCE ELECTRONS 

In analyzing a K-LL Auger spectrum of an atom or molecule excited by 

high energy electrons, one can use the following preliminary steps in 

order to identify the normal processes (1)divide the spectrum into dif- o 

ferent energy regions according to the binding energy of the valence elec

trons that are involved in the Auger transition, and (2)determine the 
contribution of satellite lines with the help of auxiliary experiments _. 

(such as, the eamlnation of the satellite lines found In the phtoioniza-

tion spectrum of the K-shell or the comparison of the Auger spectrum 

excited by different energy sources) By following the above procedure, 

one can ascertain information that is unattainable by other physical 

methods, such as the energy of different electronic states of doubly 

L f ANI 

-

I.s-I.-' 

. 

A, 

S 

4 

charged ions With emphasis of interpretation placed on nitrogen, the 

Auger spectra of four diatomic molecules, N2 , 02, CO and NO, are discussed 

in detail Also, the high resolution K-LL Auger spectra of more complex 

molecules are presented and analyzed ina similar fashion All of the 

0 

spectra were taken with at least a tenth of a percent resolution 

A Diatomic Molecules 

Shown in Figures 13-18 are the K-LL Auger spectra of each element in -J 

N2 , 02, CO and NO The identified peaks are shown in each spectrum by 

arrows, and Tables VII-XII list the energies of the peaks associated 
with each figure. Each spectrum is divided into four energy regions 

o 

.. N)sI 

Basically, from highest to lowest electron kinetic energies, the main 

36 
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0TABLE VII 
0 ELECTRC PEAK ENERGIES IV K-IL AUGER 

SPECTRUM OF MOLECULAR VITROGEN 

0o oAsolute Energy 

-) 
2 
s 

A-I 
A-2 
A-3f 

384 7 ± 0 4 
3838±02 
3786±05 

0 

' 

o 

o 

A-5 
A-6 
A-7 
B-i 
B-i 
B-2 
B-3 
B-I4 
B-5 
B-6 
B-7 
B-8 
B-9B=10 
B-il 

378 3 ± 0 5 
375.0 ± 0 5 
3717±06 
367 0 
366 5 ± 0 2 
365 0 ± 04 
363 5 ± 0 5 
362 5±05 
36o 2 ± 0 2 
3587 ±0 2 
356 9 ± 0 3 
354 7±06 
352 5 ± 0 635o 4 ± o 6 
3478 ± o 6 

o -1 
0-2 
0-3 
c-4 
D-i 

342 4±04 
339 1 ± 0 5 
337 4 ± 0 6 
332 7±07 
315 0 ± 0 9 

9spectrum, 
owere 

'Al l peaks except A-5, A-6 and A-7 
were identified in the electron excited

Figure 13 A-5, A-6 and A-7 
seen inphoton excited spectrum,

Figure 21, page 54 The onset of a peak 
is indicated by a primed number. 

01 

g 

IIHIN 
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TABLE IXTABLE VIII 

ELEOTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN CARBON K-LL AUGER 
SPECTRUM OF MOLECULAR OXYGEN SPECTRUM OF CAMON MONOXIDEELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES IF K-LL AUGER 

a Absolute Energypeak (ev) pe (eV) ,a Absolute Enery 

A-i 273 0 ± 02 
A-a 518 2 ± 0 6 A-2 272 7± 0 2 
A-3 517 1±o6 A-3 2 8±02 

A-i 5194i * o 6 

A-S 51i6±04 A- 270±02A-5 51n 6 t o 4 A-4 27o 6 ± 0 2 
A-6 510 4 ± 0 3 A-5 270 ± 02 
A-7 510 0 ± 0 5 
A-8 507 7 0 5 A-6 2702 ± 0 2 
A-9 5911 9 ±A- 0 2 
B-I' 5o6 8 
B-I 505 9 ± 0 3 A-8 264 3 t 0 3 
B-2 504 0 ± 0 3 A-9 262 1 ± 0 3 
B-3 502 7±06 
B-4 5014 ± 02 A-10 259 7 ± 0 2 
B-5 500 3 ± 0 2 A-11 259 0 0 3 
B-6 499 7 ± 0 3 
B-7 496 4 ±o 6 B-1' 256 0 t 0 3 
B-8 495 6 ± oB-1 24.o ±02 
B-9 4946 0 5 
B-10 492 8 ± 0 5 B-2 252 5 ± o.4 
B-II 491 8 ± 0 3 B-3 250 4 ± 0 2 
B-12 486 2 ± o 6 
B-13 483 8 ± 0.6 B-6 246 4 0.4 
B-14 481 4 ± 0.7 B-7 245 3 ± 0 4 
c-i 476 5 t 0 5 
C-2 47oI ±o6 B-8 24 4±o4 
0-3 463.3±o6 ± B-1 2393 0.5 
C-4 455.9 ± 0 9 

C-1 230 3±0 8 
C-3 2209t09aAll peaks except A-9 were identified in 

the electron excited spectrum, Figure 14 A-9
 
was seen in the photon excited spectrun, Figure aAll peaks were identified in Pigare 15. 
26, page 64 The onset of a peak is indicated The onset of a peak is indicated by a primed
 

by a priced number, number. 
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TABLE X 


ELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN OXfGEN K-LL AUGER 
SPECTRUM OF CARBONMONOXIDE 

Absolute Energ 
Peaka (eV) 

A-3 516 6 ± 0 4 


A-8 510 1 ± 0 5 


A-10 505 7 ± 0 5 


B-i 501 6 


B-i 500 4 ± 0 2 


B-4 496 1 ± 0 4 


B-5 4945 ± 0 4 


B-7 4915 ± 0 3 


B-9 4876 0 3 


B-II 485 1 ± o 3 


B-12 4815 ± 0 7 


0-2 469 4 ± 0 5 

c-4 459 1 ± 0 7 


D-i 447 2 ± 0 6 


D-2 437 4 ± 0 9 


aAlL peaks Mere identified in Figure 

16 The onset of a peak is given by a 
primed number 

4? 

TABLE XI
 

ELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN NITRGEN K-LL
 
AUGER SPECTRUM OF NITRIC 0XIDE
 

Absolute Energy
 

Peaka (eV)
 

A-i 389 8 o 6
 

A-2 388 5 t 0 6
 

A-3 382 5 L o.4
 
A-4 381 2 t 0 4
 

A-5 3776 t o± 6
 

B-l' 376 1
 

B-i 374.8 ± o 4
 

B-2 373 1 ± 0 4
 

B-3 371 7 ± 02
 

B-5 370 0* 0 3
 

B-6 3676± 05 

B-7 366 9 ± 03
 

B-lo 362 7 3
 

B-11 3g1.5 ± 0,5 

B-12 360 0 ±0 6
 

B-13 357.1 ± o.6 
B-14 355.8 ±0 3
 

0-2 346 6 0 5
 

0-3 339.1± 0.5 

c-4 334.2 ± 0.9 

0-5 325.5 09 

aAll peaks except B-i and B-2 yere
 
identified in the electron excited spectrum,
 
Figure 17 B-1 and B-2 were characterized
 
in the photon excited spectrum, Figure 33,
 
Page 80 The onset of a Peak is indicated
 
by a primed number.
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contributions to the four divisions are (1)A - readjustments to a is
 

vacancy by an Auger process involving electrons in molecular orbitals 

TABLE XII from autoionized and monopole excited states, (2) B - readjustments to a 

ELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN OXXGEN K-LL is vacancy by an Auger process involving weakly bound electrons, w,
 
AUGER SPECTRUM OF NITRIC OXIDE
 

(3) C - readjustments involving both weakly, w, and tightly, s, bound 

PeAasolute a Ener electrons, and (4) D - readjustments involving essentially only tightly 
peak (eV)
 

A-4 514 6 ±:0 4 bound electrons, a For the location of the Auger electron energies 

A-6 5099 ± 0 6 found in region A, is-absorption and is-photoelectron data are used The 
B-I' 508.9
 
B-1 507 2 ± o 4 absolute magnitude of the energies in regions B, C and D can be located 

B-4 503.3 ± 0 2 by employing equation (1-4) or Table 1, pages 10-11 In practice, 

B-5 502 9 - 0 2 however, region B is the only region that is effectively located by 

B-8 4992±06 
B-9 496 0 ± 0 2 employing one of the above, C and D are more realistically found by using 
B-10 495 5 ± 0 6 equations (3-4), (3-5) and (34) of this chaper, page 88 

B-I 494 0 ± 0 6 
1 Analysis of Region A - High Energy Satellite LinesB-12 492 5 ± 0 6 

B-13 489 8± 06 
488 3 ± 0 4 Auger electrons produced in region A result mainly from the decay ofB-14 


B-15 485 0 ± 0 5 autotonized and monopole excited states by an Auger transition As will
 
B-16 482 4 t 0 5

C-16 40 1 0 3be recalled from Chapter I, page 7 , an autoionized state is formed by
 
0-1 8o01±0 3
 

resonance excitation of a Is (or K) electron into an unoccupied molecular
0-3 471.5 1 0 9 

0-4 466 1 t 0 9 orbital, a monopole excited state is formed by the excitation of a valence 

0-6 456 0± 09 electron into an excited molecular orbital due to the sudden formation of 
D-I 444. *O 8 

an inner-shell vacancy If monochromatic photons greater than the Is 

aAll peaks were identified in Figure 18 binding energy are used to excite the K-LL Auger spectrum, resonance ab

B-l' was estimated from Figure 33, Page 80.
 
sorption will not occur Thus, the Auger spectrum arising from photon 

excitation will be absent of limes that result from autoicoization transi

tions Monopole excited states will form with either electron or x-ray
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excitation Thus, the decay of these latter states will appear in an 

electron and an x-ray excited Auger spectrum. However, by exciting the 

K-LL Auger spectrum with electrons and photons, high energy lines can be 

identified and in some cases characterized, which in turn aids in the N 
N O N 

to 

identification of the highest energy normal Auger process R 
0N 

00 

a Nitrogen. The electron configuration of nitrogen is (180g)2 < -

(lao~C2 2sg 2 s(2 2g) The molecular orbital diagram is , .. 

given in Figure 19 From the Is-absorption data of Nakanura, et al,4 l W Z 0 bC° n bb 

using synchroton irradiation, eight unoccupied molecular orbitals are 

filled by resonance absorption giving rise to eight initial autoioniza- 3 n * 

tion states of 400.2, 405 6, 406 5, 406 7, 407 7, 407.9, 408 2 and 4o8 5 OD t 0 

eV. The is to 2pn9( Hu) absorption at 400.2 eV, represented in Figure 20a, z M 

is the strongest in intensity (by a fctor of tonabove any of the other 00 0 

transitions). If we assume similar autoionization states can be formed t _ 

by using a high energy electron beam, Auger electron energies would be 

expected at 383 5,388 9,389.8, 390 0,391 0,391.2, 391 5 and 391 8 eV 

C) 

O a0) 
b~ t b 

These energies are calculated by using equation (3-1), where EA(A) is the 

EA(A) =- %+ (-1 

Auger electron energy found in region A, e is the resonance absorption 

energy -- the energy available for the Auger transition -- and l is W0 

the energy of the electronic state of the singly charged ion In the Z 0 W 
Itin.. L.J 10-

above calculations the energy' of the 2piu orbital, 16.7 eV, was used. -- NO 

Because of the absence in Figure 13, page 37, of high energy Auger else

tron energies above 385 eV, there appears to be only one autoionization 

electronic state, Inu appreciably populated by resonance absorption. 
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OflNL0647061,79The autotonization states will be represented as X2 K 
, i e , for 

/ONTINUU rCuOA 
nitrogen, The two decay modes of N2 by autoionization, shown
 

in Figure 20b, are classified as to whether or not the electron in the
 

2 
- I excited molecular orbital, pIg in the case of N2 , participates in the 

transition For example, for nitrogen, when the excited molecular orbi

~2P-. 
4 c _ _ tal participates in the Auger transition the process will be labeled 

+I 2 I is(2pntg) - (2p.)w and will be referred to as an "outer-excited" auto

a, 6 }, ionization transition, and, a process in which the 2png electron remains 

as a "spectator" will be labeled Isk2pa ) - w and will be referred to 

---- IS as an "inner excited" transition (again, w signifies the weakly bonding 

9
N, NC electrons) As pointed out for nitrogen by Carlson, et al, "inner-

Figure 20a2 Formation of N2K* by absorption of a ls(K) electron excited" autoicnization transitions are basically normal K-LL Auger prointo the empty pc level 

1. 
cesses occurring under the electrostatic shell of the spectator 2pn 

/ ..../ ,,-NAMU electron (see Figure 20b) 

= The data points designated by (+)inFigure 21 are derived by repro

ducing Figure 13, page 37, without its background The Auger electron 

energies A-l through A-4 and the shaded area of Figure 21 have been 

- assigned to autoionization transitions Table XIII compares the energies

]of the resultant singly charged ion EN 41, as calculated from equation 

(3-1), with known values Qualitatively, the general appearance of the 

"inner-excited" structure A-3 and A-4 through 370 eV should be compared 

.. ©with the diagram lines B-I through B-6 (the latter lines are shifted on 

NZ41 the order of 10 eV higher in energy) 

(II (21 If the assignments of peaks A-1 through A-4 and the shaded area of
 

Figure 2Cb Decay of 2Figure 21 are correct, the processes that result in this structure should 

be ebsent if the energy for rosonance absorption (ios-2gpa) is not salal
(1), Outer-excited process, (2), inner-excited process b 

able, Therefore, if monochromatic photons of energy above the Is binding
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TABIL XIII 

2-V_ 

o 

0REGION 

0 

ASSIGQMENTS OF THE PEAKS APPkAFNG IN 
OF THE K-LL AUGER SPECTRUM 

fro 

EA2 +ifom Tfrom frm2p"
Pak Initial This Work O gergr 

Pas Sae (eVWc Data (eV)
A-1 N2 

K* 15 5 

THE HIGH ENERGY SATE1XITE 
OF MOLECUIAR NITROGEN 

from 
Other Sources 

(eV)& Assignments
15 576 (Ag+) excited 

< 
S4A-

,, 
-

004 

a.. 

NI*23 

O H 

A-2 

A121 

A-

IdEN2 

K*N 

12 

16 4 

A-4 rK 35 
23523 

8
16 5, 16 0 

23 42 
16 693 (A2Ra) 

1 (4+)44 
4 44Innerlzu)

9 4 )44 
0 (E )44 

3 4 ut), 
8 (b 4H'9 

Outer
excited 

Inner
excited 

Inner
excited 

0 e, 0K A- 25 0 (~tu )11,45 

oA-6 VK+* 

(00A-7 z 

Z8-O 

9-S 

-

z 0 

0 

4<' 

SP 

_+ 
WEN2+ 

a9esAll peaks appear in Figure 21 Peaks A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4 also 

appear inFigure 13, Page 37b K* 

nanceN 2 is the autoionization state of nitrogen populated by resonance absorption of the is electron into an excited molecular orbital 
In the case of nitrogen apparently only the 2pa, is populated N2 

K+* 
is an excited stae of a nitrogen ion with a hole in the Is level 

h e 1 is the energy of the nitrogen positive-one ion relative to 

• ,......... ____....... __ .......________ 

00 0 

('c/SlUfsO ) AIISNILNI 

> 

ae 

oo) 

the groundelectronic state of a neutral nitrogen molecule The differ
ent EN-+I values were calculated from eQuation (3-1), Page 50 

dThe final electronic state is given in parenthesis 
0epeak A-1 probably results from a 1s(2p ) +3 - 2pgpog (XaS 4) 

transition Peak A-2 results from a ls(2pnr g1- 2P pnu( a-)gransition Peaks A-3 and A-4 are assigned to ls2png)+l -v processes 
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energy of nitrogen are used to excite the K-LL Auger spectrum of nitrogen, 

the peaks attributed to autolonization should disappear The high energy 5fNL 0O 70 508 

portion of the aluminum K excited molecular nitrogen Auger spectrum 

(0 - data points) of Figure 21 with background removed is superimposed on 

the electron excited spectrum (+ - data points) The reader is directed u_/_.__._ 

to obvious disappearance of A-i and A-2, the "outer-cxcited" peaks, and 

to the decrease in the intensity of the "Inner-excited" structure between , 0 7 

A-3 and 37o eV 

The remaining peaks, A-5, A-6 and A-7, apparently do not result from 

resonance absorption, but rather from a readjustment to a is-vacancy of an 22P%_ 

excited nitrogen ion, the monopole excited N2K+* The decay modes of N2K+* w 

by an Auger process are represented in Figure 22 Knowledge of N2 K+ a 2,ss 45 

states can be obtained from the Is-photoelectron spectrum of nitrogen f/lN1 

given in Figure 23 The peaks on the low energy side of the Is-photoelec

tron peak can be attributed to the formation of monopole excited states 

In addition, structure due to excitations in neutral nitrogen molecules 

can be found Excitations of neutral nitrogen in the l-photoelectron 

spectrum can be accounted for by (i) studying the is-photoelectron spec- 11"o. 

t as a function of pressure and (2) studying the inelastic scattered N 

electrons at the same pressure and energy as that used In the photoelectron 

run The two pressure investigations gave consistent results, The pres.

sure correction for collision losses in neutral nitrogen is represented N41 

in (2) of Figure 23 By subtracting contributions 
+* 

for these collision Figure 22 Decay modes of 12K+*. 

losses different H2 states could be ascertained The contribution of 

monopole excited states in nitrogen is represented in (3) of Figure 23 

The energy analysis of Figure 23 is given in Table XIV. Figure 24 
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Figure 24 1070 eV electrons elastically and inelactoally scatteredfrom neutral nitrogen molecules at 5 microns gas pressure 

Figure 23 The is photoelectron spectrum of nitrogen 

I, raw data, 
neutral nitrogen, 

2, pressure correction 
S, 1 12K* states. 

for collision losses in 
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6o
 
illustrates the elastic and inelastic scattered electrons from neutral 

nitrogen, and Table XV gives the results of the scattered electron 

TABLE XIV measurements From the analysis of Figure 23, states of N.K+* appear at 

RELATIVE ENERGIES AID INTENSITIES OF Tim OBSERVED PEAM IN -10.0, -16 3, -19 8, -23 3, -24 4 and -25 9 eV above N2 K+with the peak 
THE Is-PHOTOELECTRON SPEQTRUM OF MOLECULAR NITROGEN at -16 3 of greatest intensity 

Since the charge on the resulting ion from readjustments to N2K+* 
Energy2 

Pefa a tram ab Intensity is plus two, one might expect to see the normal lines (B-i through B-7)ea (eV) Relative to ac Assignmentd 

a 0 0 100 N2K+ shifted some 10 0, 16 3, 20 0, 23 3 eV, etc to higher energy at 0 9, 

b -10 0 ± 0 3 0 9 N2K+* 4 6, 0 8, 1 9 etc percent of their original intensity The apparent 

c -13 2 ± 0 5 N2* shift of B-i through B-7 some 10 0 and 16 3 eV is consistent with the 

observed structure, A-5, A-6 and A-7, excited by x-rays (see dashed linesd -16 3 ± 0 4 6 1 1 2 N2K+* 


in Figure 21, page 54, for curve fitting following the shift of B-I
e -19 8 ± 0 4 0 8 N2 K+* 


f -23 3 ±0 3 1 9 N2K+* through B-7 to higher energy)
 

g -24 9±0 3 2 2 N2 K+* b. O The electronic configuration of neutral oxygen is
 

h -25 9 ±0 5 1 3 N2K+* (isog)2(lscu)2(2sag)2(2sau)2(2p\g)2(2Zg)4(2g)2 Figure 25 gives the

2i -28 7 ±04 1 2 N2 K+* mlclr (5g % ~~~a pg 

molecular orbital diagram of oxygen with the associated binding energies 

1 -31 1 ± 0 5 0 8 N2 K+* of the different orbitals Since the 2px level is half filled and no 

is-absorption data is available, the formation of the initial autojoniza
aPeaks were observed in Figure 23 tion state (or states) isnot clear in the case of oxygen Any assign

bPeak c is pressure dependent ments of the autozonization Auger transitions to different final elec-

CThe peak intensities were corrected for unelastic 
scattering from neutral nitrogen trobic states of singly charged oxygen cannot be made However, elass. 

dN+Krgsnsantoe o ihavcnyi h fication of the structure a to inner- or outer-excited antoionization 
Is-level **represents aN2 monopole excited state of N1K+ transitions Is considered 
W. represents am excited nitrogen neutral molecule 2 

The points (+) of Figure 26 are obtained by expanaing Figure 14, 

page 38, and subtracting the background If A-i, A-2 and A-3 are 

attributed to outer-excited aatoionization processes in which the excited
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OYGEN
OXYGEN
TABLE XV 


OXYGENATOMIC
ATOMIC
ORBITALS MOLECULAR ORBITALS ORBITALS
RELATIVE ENERGIES AND INTENSITIES OF THE INELASTIC 


SCATTERED ELECTRONS FROM NEUTRAL NITORGM
 
AT APPROXTMhtTEa 5 MCRONS PRESSURE*
 

Energy Intensity Known Energy' 2P
I __ __ __ __ From_____abFrom ~a ratio 2ro t 71O(0 1381eV 

Peaa (kV) Relative to a (MV) 13v6leV b I 13 61 eV 

a 0 0 100.
 

b -9 1* 0.3 0 3 -9 16
 

e -2 8 ± 40 3.4 -32 93 2S23 (
 
279, X,( b) T ]s0 4 

d -13.804 304 28 4eV 

a -16 0± 0 4 1 8 28 46eV 

f -188 07 14
 

g -22 6±04 11 

hs -292 07T 1043 ,4(b) D 

is i 5 532 0 eV 

atPeaks were observed in Figure 24. 532 OeV 

bThe -9 16 and -12 93 eV were the most intense in- Figure 25 Molecular orbital diagram for oxygen 

elastic scattered peaks tha4 occurred in the spectrum 
measured by Iassettre et al, reference 46 Other peaks 

26 and -13.21 eV (a), obtained from reference 47, (b), obtained from reference 11
of lower intensity were observed at -12 
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molecular orbital participates in the transition, A-4 through A-8 could 

I Iresult fro 2nner-excited transitions Since the inner-excited transi

{t0 tions can be imagined as normal Auger processes occurring under an occu-

Si z,5 pied excited shell, a comparison of the likeness of B-4, B-5 and B-6 

I (the normal lines) to A-5, A-6 and A-7 (which are shifted on the order 

of 10 aV higher in energy) assists in the above assignment 

-T- The Auger data excited with aluminum K, radiation is shown in 

0 4 Figure 26 (0 - points) superimposed on the electron excited spectrum 

(+ - points) A-4 through A-7 have disappeared with x-ray excitation, 
I0 o but the disappearance of A-i and A-3 could not be determined because 

4%-- the statistics were not sufficient Table XVI summarizes the results 

4 of the autoionization structure seen for oxygen 

Figure 27 illustrates the is-photoelectron spectrum of oxygen 

excited by aluminum K. radiation, and Table XVII gives the energy re

4' sults of the observed structure Three peaks, -8 5, -10 5 and -22 3 ev 

0 0- A* of 5 7, 7 6 and 2 7 percent relative intensity to the Is line, could be 

.5 identified with monopole excited states of oxygen The expected decay 

of these three states to different electronic states of 02+2 by an 

j + Auger transition that involves the excited molecular orbital is shown 

j 43f by the dashed structure of Figure 26 The dashed structure does not 

S 4 coincide with any of the 0 - points However, the excited molecular 

o, orbital can remain occupied, and more tightly bound electrons beneath 

a this orbital can be involved in the decay of 02 states (see Figure 

g - a - 22, page 57, for the representation of the two decay modes of N. 

(fI:t ADIISNAI ) states) Krause: at al, 2 0 
have demonstrated for neon that processes 

involving the spectator electron in the Auger transition account for 
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MOLECULAR OXYGEN Is 
PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRUM 

I 

TABLE XVI 

ASSIREIA OF THE PEAKS APPEARiNG N THE HIGH ENERGY 
SATELITE REGION OF THE K-LL AUGER d 

SPECTRUM OF MOLECULAB OXYGEN c 

Peak a Energy IrTon A-i 
(eV) Assignment 

I 

A-i 0 0 Outer-excited 

A-2 -1 2 Outer-excited 2 ' 

A-3 -2 3 Outer-excited , , / 

A-4 -6 6 Inner-excited 

A-5 -7 8 Inner-excited 

A-6 -9 0 Inner-excited 3 

A-7 -9 4 Inner-excited 

A-8 -2-16 Inner-excited 

aPeaks were obtained from Figures 14 and 26, 
Pages 38 and 64, res.pectively 

25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 +5 

A ENERGY (ev) 

Figure 27 'he Is photoelectron spectrum of oxygen 

1, 
neutral 

raw data, 2, 
oxygen, 3, --

pressure correction 
* states 

for collision losses in 
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TABLE XVII 


RELATIVE ENERGIES AND INT NSITIES OF THE OBSERVED 
PEAKS IN THE Is PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRUM
 

OF MOLECULAR OXYGEN 


EIerg.h Intensity
From a Relative do 

(eV) to a sigmentd 
0002K+
a 00 i00 

b -12 0302K+ 

c -8.5 -to4 5 8 	 0+* 

0K +* d -10.5 ± 0 4 7 6 

e -15 8±0.6 	 02 

f -22 3 ± 0 6 2 7 	 02K+* 

apeaks were observed in Figure 27 


bPesk e was pressure dependent 


CThe peak intensities were corrected for in

elastic scattering from neutral oxygen. 


dO K+ represents an oxygen ion with a vacancy 

in the -level 02K+* represents a monopole ex
cited 02K+. 02* represents an excited neutral 
molecule 

69 

only 20 percent for the frequency of filling the K-vacancy with a mono

pole excited state Thus, the remaining Auger structure of Figure 26 

can be accounted for by reducing the dashed lines by one-fifth of their
 

intensity 

The origin of the structure B-i and B-2 is still questionable, i e., 

they could result from the decay of monopole excited states by an "inner

excited" Auger process The first excited state of molecular oxygen with 

electron paired in the 2pxg orbital lies approximately 4 5 eV above the 

state 48 
an 

groAsud Shifting the dashed structure of Figure 26 by this mount 
4 9 

does not coincide with B-1 and B-2 Calculations on neon indicate that 

the decay of monopole excited states by "Inner-excited" transitions will 

lie 20 eV lower in energy to the decay involving the electron in the 

excited molecular orbital Apparently B-1 and B-2 result neither from
 

the decay of autolonization nor monopole excited states but from the
 

decay of 02K, a 

c Carbon monoxide The electronic configuration of neutral carbon 
monoxide is (lo)2(lsc)2(2sb)2(2 s* )2( 2 b) 4 (2b)2 Figure 28 gives the 

molecular orbital diagram of carbon monoxide with the binding energies of
 

the different orbitals Figure 29 illustrates the high energy side of 

Figures 15 and 16, pages 39 and 40 excited by electrons (+ - points) and 

aluminum La photons (0 - points). The absolute energy and energy separa
tions observable in the carbon spectrum offer a unique opportunity to 

study vibrational structure by Auger spectroscopy The region in which te 

vibrational structure can be determined has been seen in more detail by 

Siegbahn Table XVIII compares the data obtained from Figure 29 with
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CARBON MONOXIDE 
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OWVCN
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1AR140 
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elm; Sen? 6731 
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f l No 14 61ev 40 . 
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540 A-

Z83L8v ISo" 2959(b) 40 3 

20 

'V. 

UT8nV,7 *4 

Flgun 2 5 
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5 4 2 1 ( b ) I J s2 

532 0eV 

Mleculr orbital diagram for Carbon onoxide 

fro reference 37, (b), obtained fro, reference 11 

0 6 2 5 

505 500 
KIsN I 520 525 

flgvro 29 1t1h energY portion of the cabo, and oxy'gen I{-LL Auger
spectra of carbon monoxide exted by eleetrons and aluxminu photos 

Plus data Points +) rTpresent the electron excited spectra of 
carbon monoxide, circle data points (o) reresent th' UK excited 
sPectrM 
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Siegbahn's results 11 The observance of vibrational structure with peaks 

TABLE XVIII of 0 19 eV BWI*allows one to set an upper limit on the lifetime of the 

-
ASSIGNETS OF THE PEAKS APPEARIhG IN HIGH ENERGY excited autoionized state of 2 X 10 15 sec 
SATELLITE REGION OF THE K-LL AUGER 

SPECTRA OF CARBON MONOXIDE By comparing the x-ray with the electron excited spectrum, peaks
 

Energy From Results A-1 through A-ll disappear, therefore, they are assumed to result from 
A-rg ino Resultfrmso
 
A-a in t b ergy from of autoionization Unfortunately
carbon Spectrum A-6 In Siegbahn 

c no is-absorption data are available, and 

Peaks (CV) Oxygen Spectrum (eV) Assignmentd energies of the final electronic states can not be calculated and compared 
A-1 0 O0 ---- 0 00 Outer-excited with known energies However, A-1 (A-1 and A-2), A-4 (A-4 through A-6) 
A-2 -O 28 ± 0.3 ---- -o 26 ± o 0o2 outer-excited b b 

A-3 -2 20 *0 07 (-2 2) and A-I most probably result from the removal of ape , 2p h and 2s0*
 
+6-5 -- Outer-excited molecular orbitals in forming the different final X + , A2 and B2P +
 

-2-2 
 ,51 ± 0 02 outer-excited electronic states of CO+l therefore, these transitions would be class
A-5 -2 60 ± o o6 ---- ( 19 ± 0 01) Otteroexcited 
A-6 -2 Co ± o o6 ---- (-0 19 ± 0 01) Outer-excited fied as "outer-excited" autoionization processes The difference in
 
A-6 -2 So t O 06 ---- (-0 38 ± 0 01) uter-excited
 

A-7 -5 6o ± 0.06 ---- -5 65 ± 0 04 Outer-excited energy between A-i and A-4 and between A-I and A-7 agree well with the 

A-B -8 7 ± 0.3 (-8 0) -8 7 ± O,3 Inner-excited spectroscopic differences between the X2Z + - A2 n (2.57) and X2E + - B2S + 
00 

A-9 -10 9 ± 0 3 ---- -10 9 ± 0 3 Inner-excited (5 69) states 50 A-8, A-9 and A-1O could result from "inner-excited"
A-IO -13 3 ± 0 2 (-13 2)

-4 4 -13 3 1 0.3 Inner-excited Auger transitions taking place under an occupied excited orbital (see 

A-I. -14 0 ± 0 3 ---. 13 9 ± 0 3 Inner-excited the similarity between the normal lines, B-l, B-2 and B-3, and the the 

"inner-excited" lines, A-8, A-9 and A-10, except that the latter appear 
speaks were observed in Figure 29 on the order of 10 eV higher in eteray) 
bEoergy Of peaks obtained from insert of Figure 29 Dashed line It has been observed in both our and Siegbahn's e n 

indicates no peak observed in the oxygen spectrum experiments a 
0 Data were obtained from Reference 11. small peak above the v = 0 state of the A2n electronic state The 

I X2E + )  dpeaks A-I and A-2 probably result from a iSc(e) - e 2pa appearance of the vibrational peak A-3 could result from the decay of a 
transition, Peaks A-, IA-4, A-5 ad A-6 from Isc(e)+1 - e 2pr fAll), 
and A-7 from Isc(e)+1 - e 2sa (B'lt) A-8 through A-II are 5robably vibrationally excited initial excited state to the ground vibrational 
inner-excited autolonization transitions where the excited e orbital re- s o 
mains occupied during the transition, although the delay of a monopole state of the A n electronic state of CO This is analogous to a "hot" 
excited state might account for the peak A-9 band 51 
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1he following two Figures, 30 and 31, show the is-photoelectron 

spectra of carbon and oxygen in CO. The values for the photoelectron 
ORNL-tWG 7fl-5504R 

dat are given in Tables XIX and 2CC Since monopole excited stateo do 

form, one would expect some contributions from the decay in the region A/ARBON Is PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRUM 
O 

of the Auger spectrum to occur However, results due to the decay of 1000 

monopole excited states are inconclusive 500 

d Nitric oxide The electron configuration of nitric oxide is
 
I . g f ,2 b It I(s)a2(l.N)a(Qscsb)a(Qpab)2(apt 4(2pe)' Figure 32 gives the molecular ki j db 

V-a 
orbital diagram of nitric oxide accompanied by the binding energies of E 

the different orbitals Figure 33 illustrates the high energy side of -------- -- --.
 

the K-LL Auger spectrum of nitric oxide (Figures 17 and 18, pages 41 and C" 

42) excited with electrons (+ points) and x-rays (opoints) Table XXI 

lists the possible assignments of the observed peaks As in the case of Z 
10
 

molecular oxygen, there are many possible initial and final states, and, Z 10 

because no Is-absorption data is available, assignment involving final
 

states of the plus one ion is impossible If A-I and A-2 which are 

present in the nitrogen spectrum are assigned to outer-excited transi

tions, then A-3 through A-7 would arise from inner-excited transitions -400 -35.0 -3.O -250 -2&0O -150 -10.0 -50 0 *&Q 

In comparing the oxygen and nitrogen spectra in region A, there ap- A ENERGY (ov) 

pears to be a greater intensity of outolonization transitions in the nitro- Figure 30 The carbon Ib-photoelectron spectrum of carbon monoxide 

gen spectrum This is consistent with the atomic population of the 2px* i raw data 2, pressure correction for collision losses in neutral 

molecular orbital which has been shown by SCF calculations 5 2 and photo- molecule, 3, C 0l-states. 

electron spectroscopy5 3 to have approximately 64 percent nitrogen character 

Since peaks 3-i and B-2 do not disappear in the x-ray excited qp~etrum, 

their origin Js other than the decay ofan autoicnization state. 1-i and B-2 
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T EOXYGEN Is PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRUM 
OF CARBON MONOXIDE RELATIVE RE GIE AND INTNSITIES OF THE OBSERVED PEAKS IN THE 

CARBON is-PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRM OF CARBON MONOXIDE 
1000 

Enerr from a Intensity
a
peak V) Relative to a Assignment b 

500 

ae 0 100CK+o
 

h q " 4 b b -86 CO 

44oo b,-.n.4 

,ad ,.:./ . 9 o 6 OK+*O0- ----------------------


e -14 9 2 9 0K+*O 

z w -18 0 2 4 Cy+*o 

3 9 -19 8 2 0 0K+*o 

-23 0 2 0 CK+*o1-


i -23 8 20 0K+* 0 

-25 0 1 2 cK+*o 

-27 5 1 5 C*o 

-400 -350 -300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 +50
 
a ENERGY (ev) speaks were observed in Figure 30
 

FiSure 31 The oxygen ls-photoelectron spectrum of carbon monoxide boC+ 0 represents a carbon monoxide molecule with a vacancy 
in jhe carbon is level vitbout any additional excitation 
CK+ 0 represents a carbon monoxide molecule with a carbon Is-


I, raw data, 2, pressure correction for collision losses in neutral vauancy but with additional excitation of valence electrons 
molecule, 3 COXi+states CO represents a neutral excited carbon monoxide molecule 
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NITROGEN NITRIC OXIDE OXYGEN 
TABLE XX ATOMIC MOLECULAR OR8ITALS ATOMIC 

ORITALS ORBITALS 
RELATIVE ENEROIES AND INTEISITIES OF THE OBSERVED PEAKS IN THE 

OXYGEN ls-PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRUM OF CARBON MONOXIDE 

Ep.,
Miers Crma Intensity 

Pea-ca E erc Relative to a Assilmentb 2p[ K 2Db 	 2 

a 00 100 	 COX+  14 54eV 17 0 .,eV 

Cox+* 
b -8 6 0 6 

22
-11 9 	 0o* 

d -it,0 00 20 39eV 

e -15 9 7 5 COK+ *  asab 406 3r I ]2s 

* 00K 	 43 8t1 (b) 28 46 eVf -18 0 3 8 

g -23 7 1 5 	 OO +* 

CoK+* h -26 4 1 2 

c0 E+ *  is 4IO3:b1 -28 5 1 2 


isi
 
0	 .b 5433,M3 eawako were observed in Figure 31 401 6eV 1 

] is 

bcK+ represents a carbon monoxide molecule Vith a vacancy 

in tbe oxygen is level without any additional excitation Figure 32 Molecular orbital diagram for nitric oxide 
oxygen is-

CO
K 4 represents a carbon monoxide molecule vith an 

vacancy but with additional excitation of valence electrons 
O* represents a neutral excited carbon monoxide molecule (a), obtained from reference 54, (b), obtained from reference 11 
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W TTABLE XXo 

4 ASSIGNmeNTS OF TOE PEAKS APPEARING IN HIGH ENERGY SATELLITE 
REGION OF THE K-LL AUGER SPECTRA OF NITRIC OXnT 

- A-I Enery From Energy Fro 
-l A-i in Nitrogen A-4 in Ougen

0- Spectrum Spectrum 

A-1 0 0 ---- Outer-excited 
j A-2 -1 3 * 0 4 ---- Outer-excited 

.
 A-3 -7 3 0.4 ---- Inner-excited 

-8 6 ± o 4 (-8.6) Inner-exctedA-4 
-32~ .- ~0 In er-excited 

Ai A-5 12 2 0 7 (-3 3)er-exeited 

S4A-6 --- (13 3) Inner-excited
 

, r sPeaks were in Figure 33'. observed 

Ls r
202 

MTC 5y I,1 

Figure 33 High energy portions of the Auger electron spectra of 
nitric oxide excited by electrons and aluminum K0 photons 

plus data points (+) represent the electron excited spectra of 
nitric oxide, circle data points (o) represent the A/X excited spectra. 
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a Nitrogen. The decay of N2K+ and N KL++ states by Auger processes
could arise from normal Auger processes or from the decay of monopole 

involving weakly bound Spa ,2pt and 2Sau electrons are illustrated in excited states, although their origin has not as yet been determined 


However, by recording the nitrogen is-and oxygen is-photoelectron spectra 
 Figures 34a and 34b, respectively Such transitions result in most of the
 

of NO, the energy of the monopole excited states can be found Position-	 structure seen in region B between 348 and 368 ev of Figure 13, page 37 

The more intense lines B-I through B-7 are attributed to normal is-w 
ing of these monopole states into Figure 33 could aid in the identifica-


2 

Since these processes result from the formation of N2 4 ions,
processes
tion or B-1 and B-2 


the energy of the different electronic 
states of the doubly charged ion,
 

2 Anlyi of Regions B, C and D - The Diagra Lines 
EN+ 2 , can be calculated by use of equation (3-3)
 

The Principal contribution of the structure that is 	seen in regions E 2 = EA(B) - Els(X2) (3-3) 

Auger transitions 
B, C and D can be attributed to normal Auger processes 

-


This is equation (i-4), page 11, rewritten EA(B) is the Auger electron 
that result from electron readjustments to an ion with a K vacancy that 

energy for the Is-w process, Els(X2) is the is-binding energy of the has been formed without excitation of any of the other orbitals In the 

K+  and 2 is the energy of the doubly charged ion (for nitromolecule X2, 
case of nitrogen this state is designated as N2 The decay of NK+by 

the Auger process results in the formation of "normal" or "diagram" lines gen %+2= EN 42) The possible electronic states for N2 with ww 

Also in the analysis of the regions B through D one must be cognizant of 
vacancies are 

(gp ) (2po )i - k + 
processes that arise from the decay by an Auger process of initially 

multiply charged ions that have been formed by monopole ionizations, e g , (.pPg)-l(2ptu)- - lIu' 3u 

KI N2U 4 initial states Read4justments to N2
K L + result in low energy (p2u)-l(2 u)' - g g+' -,lag 

"satellite" electrons to the diagram lines Still smaller contributions (2pu)-l(2saU)"' - 111 31g 

due to the excited processes resulting from transitions involving )2'l()- ) 	 1 + 3 + 

l g , u 

I 

(1)autoionmzed states, (2)mcmopole excited states, (3)excited states 

caused by the Auger electron and (4) "double" Auger processes can occur (2s)l(so) - + 

in these three regions The processes involving autoionized and monopole The EN+2 values obtained from equation (3-3) by using the Auger data 

l 
excited states ((i) and (2)above) normally occur in region A, hut when from Table VII, page 43, and n1s(N2) = 409 9 eV are listed in Table 

the excited molecular orbital remains occupied, and more tightly bound MI along with other experimental2 and calculated values 2 

electrons are involved in the decay, these processes are shifted to lower 

energy tnder the diagram line structure. 
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TABLE XXII 

ASSIGIRETS OF THE PEAKS IN DIAGRAM LINE REGION OF THE MOLECULAR NITROGEN K-LL AUGER SPECTRUM 

Possible 	 Results Results
 
Probable Final dOf 8 f 
initial Electronic E2 d St alerto Siegbahn2.1 Calculations 

e 
2

b
Peeka State	 Statec (eV)2 (eV) (eV) (eV)

NK+  B-1 	 4.9 < 42 7 > 

x31ju 	 (0.0) (-o 1) 
B-1 142+ 	 xlzg

-

+ 43 3 (0 0) 43 3 (0 0) (03) 4273(oo 
Alag (1 0) 

NK +B-3 All 3% + 46 4 (3 0 t 0 3) (2 9) (3 ) (2 5) 

N
K +B-4 	 A,3h 474 (4 0 t 0 3) (3-9) (4 4) (3 5) 

B-5 112+ 	 clj 49 T (63 ± 0 1) (6.4) (6 8) (5-9) 
B311 (79)

N K + +B-6 Au 51 2 (7.8 ± 01) (T 9) 

N K+  +B-7 	 E 9g 53 0 (9 6 0 ) 0 (9 5) (iO O) 

B-8 

B-9 
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., Although the peaks B-8 through B-i1 of Figure 13, page 37, could 

9 

0 
4' 

: 0 

8Q. 

5m 2 

t 

2 R4 

result from processes involving N2 ,one suspects these lines to be due 
reutfo rcsssivligN 

to satellite lines, probably from Auger readjustments to N2 However, 

this structure could result from other excited processes, i.e , (1) 

o , through (4) on page 82 Of these smaller contributions only those transi

, o, tions due to double Auger processes can be completely eliminated These 

> Cprocesses have been shows to accout for 7 5 prcent of the decay of a 

0 00 
- 0 

t 
H 

0 
' 034,0. 

0 
0 

HK+f 
Ne 18ion, however, they will appear as a continuous distribution of 

0 2 energy below the normal Auger lines (I e , at lower Auger electron ener

02 
H 00 0 0 

00 
-

+ 
0 

H't$4 
0 

3 0.2 

~0A~ 00'00~ta 
5 

gies than occur in region D) 
c~. rgo ,

(I), (2) and (3) will occur in 

calculations on atomic systems show that 

wc.~n 
the three regions B, 0 and Dalthough, 

U, 00U

0 0 from experimental results in the K-LL Auger spectrum of neon, such transi

0 n tions appear to be low in intensit;. 0 

Use of an excitation source, either electrons or photons whose 

+' energy isclose to the binding energy where the initial vacancy occurred, 

0has been shown to be useful in reducing the percentages of initial 

202 o 
"o 

multiply charged ions in eonT17,56,57neon an argon 56 Thus, choice of a 

go2 
4.' 

0 

+ 

4, 

0 
CO I' 

01 0)M. 0 
04 2 
AP44 0 

o 4, 

20g 
o 0o 

0.40 
0@o2 

' 

4 

2 
V 

source 

in the 

just above the is 

Identification of 

binding energy of molecular nitrogen could aid 

not only the structure 13-8through B-I1, but 

0 o i j 4 o 0 d o 0 also substantiate the assignment of B-I through B-T 

0 0 0 140 H03 C. The regions C and D have been designated as the regions in which 

-to + + C 4-40 one would expect Is-ws and Is-ss normal Auger processes to occur, respec

z 0 0 0+ 0 tively Calculations as to where ls-ws and is-ss processes would appear 
0 0 P o relative to the main diagram lines in region B can be related to the dif

030.P 0 ' CO4 .O0) 
H~~~H 4 toC. ference in energy of the various ways of removing two electrons from a 
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neutral molecule Consider an atom or molecule with shells 1, 2 where 

I represents the least tightly bound orbital, 2 the next tightly bound, 

etc. If coupling in the final states of the doubly charged ion are 

ignored, the position of the Auger lines resulting from vacancies in the
 

first two orbitals may be taken as 

El - E2 = 	s2 " 8 (3-4) TABLE XXlII 

l ) 2 -i )EI - E3 = 2( E - + c(€ e (3-5) COPARISONR OF DIFFERENCE IN AUGER ELECTRON ENRGIES BENEN 
E 12-2e 31 =2(e-e~jc~c) 3-5,REGIO14S B AND C AND BETWJEEN B AND D) ME NEON 

where El, N and E3 are the Auger lines or bends with E1 representing the Theory0 Experimentc 

highest kinetic energy Auger process, and c is a factor which is related Re iona (eV) (eV) 

E 
to changes in the configurations as electrons are successively removed E1 26 7 27 5 

0 my be obtained empirically or from a model For example, if one con- E1 - E3 55 7 56 1 

siders an atom to be a series of rigid, concentric, negatively charged aThe highest kinetic energy Auger proesb that appears 

shells of radius r about a central potential of positive charge, c is in region B is represented by E1 E2 and E3 represent thekinetic energy of Auger processes bhat are present in regions 
given by! C and D, respectively 

c = (qar 1 - q/r.)/e 2 - C1 (3-6) bThese values were calculated by using equations (3-4) 
and (3-5) A value for a of 0 086 was used in the calcula

where q is the charge of an electron and rI and r2 are the radii of shells tions 
I and 2 in the neutral atom cThe experimentally determined values were ascertained 

from the neon K-LL Auger spectrum by using intensity-weighted
 
The above 	considerations can be applied to neon as an example where term values for El, and E3E2 

91 - 21 6 ev and E2 = 48 3 eV for the 2p and 2s orbitals, respectively 

By using the radii listed for the Harree-Fock solutions of neon,58 one
 

obtains from equation (3-6) a value of 0 086 for c In Table XXII1 the 

energy values obtained from the simple model are compared with experi

ment, where the experimental values are the weighted average of the term 

values for the Auger transitions ls-2p, is-2s2p and ls-.22s in neon. 
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For the molecular studies, c is arbitrarily chosen to be 0 1 in the 

calculations, which is consistent with what one would expect for the remov

al of electrons from orbitals made up of atomic outer-shell s and p elec-

trons Examining the case of molecular nitrogen by assuming shell I to be 

the weighted sum of the least bound, 2 pa , 2p U and 2sa., molecular orbi

tals and shell 2 the 2sa orbital, the binding energies of 17 1 and 37 3 

g 

eV, respectively, were found By using equations (3-4) and (3-5), E1 

and E1 - are calculated to be 21 and 40 eV Table =OIVlists theE2 E3 

energies where regions C and D (relative to region B) would appear for the 

other studied diatomic molecules 

In the nitrogen K-LL Auger spectrum, the center of the main structure 

of region B appears at 362 eV, thus, one would expect is-ws (region C) and 

is-ss (region D) processes to appear at 342 and 320 eV, respectively In 

Figure 13, page 37, bands C-1 through C-4 and D-1 do appear in the regions 

C and D The assignment of the bands as to diagram or satellite lines is 

difficult Most likely 0-1 arises from ls-2sa 2po or ls-2so 2pn pro-
g g g u2sogig) 

cesses and D-I is probably due to is-2so u ) process The elspeu, 

tronic states of N2 tt afor
that arise from sw and ss configurations are listed 

below for region C, 

(so)-g591(2pg)
l 
- lz+ 3E + 


(25dg)-l(21PU)-' - 'R 311 

-


(2sad-l0aso)-l I + 3 

- lU 3dE
a' 

for region D, 

(2sg)l(asog)_l" lE + 
g 


91
 

TABLE XXIV
 

LOCATION OF REGIONS C AND D RELATIVE TO REGION B IN THEK-LL AUGER SPECTRA OF V2' 02' CO AND NO 

Energy S EEn-yd E 
Shell lb Shell Pe E, 2 E3Sectaa (eV) (eV) feV) feV) 

17 1 38 3 21 2 40 3
N2 

02 18 8 40 6 21 8 41 4
 

Carbon of CO 173 383 210 399
 
Oxygen of Go 173 383 210 399
 

Nitrogen of NO 17 1 42 0 24 9 47 3
 

Oxgn of NO 171 420 249 473
 

aThe K-LL Auger spectra of N2 , 02, CO and NO are 

illustrated in Figures 13-18, pages 37-42
 

bThe molecular orbitals used in computing the 
energy of shell 1 for the2 different molecules are asfollows for N2 , 2po , Patu andbaSOu for 0,, 2pil dpo an2su, or C, p , p andso, 

NO, AV,2peb, 2 pab and 2sa* Figures 19, 25, 28
 
and 32, pages 51, 63, 70 and 79, give the values of
 
the different molecular orbitals The energ given for 
shell 1 is computed from the weighted sun of the elec
trons in the different orbitals 

CThe molecular orbitals used for computing the 
energy of shell 2 for the different molecules arebas
 

2 2
follows for N2, Sag, for 02, sg, for 00, 2sa 
for NO, 2sbg 

1 -% values were calculated from equation (3-4),
 
page 88
 

eE1 -E3 values were calculated from equation (3-5),
 
page 88
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spectrum to the process is
If the analysis of f-I in the nitrogen 

correct, an estimate for the second ionization energy of the orbital can 

ionization energy, () foagiebe made In calculating the 	second for a givenImeg 
, 

orbital X, equation (3-7) is used 

EA(P) - (X) 

where E1 s(X2 ) is the binding 	energy of the Is electron for a molecule X2 

" EA) is the Auger electron energy for a given Peak P, and I(X) is the 

first ionization energy for the orbital X For P - D-l, EA(D-I) = 315 0 

"
 N21eV, for X = 2sag orbital, . = 37 3 IV, and for X2 = 2('sog)EIs(72) 

409 9 eV Substitution of the above energies into equation (3-7), 

i(2sS) - 2 was calculated to be 57 6 eV 

By substitution of EA(B-I) into equation (3-3), page 83, one is 

allowed to estimate the minimum energy required to remove the two least 

bouad electrons from a neutral nitrogen molecule B-,,2(min) This value 

was calculated to be 43 4 ev Dorman and Morrison5 5 have measured two 

final electronic states of N2 of 42 7 ± 0 1 eV and 43 8 ± 0.1 eV by 

studies Perhaps a better value for comparison with 42 7
electron impact 

eV would be the onset of the highest normal Auger peak B-i This is 

labeled 3-I' in Figure 13, Page 3T, and has an Auger electron energy of 

367 0 eV Substitution of this value into equation (3-3) gives an esti-

mate of 42 9 IV for f 2+(min) 

b Oxgen The diagram line region of 	the molecular oxygen K-LL 

nd 508 BV. two possibleAuger (Figare o4, page 38) lies between 442 The 

K+ 4- 2-initial states of 02K+, £" and £Z are 	separated by 1 2 eV and are formed 

in an approximate two to oe Intensity ratio. A few of the final also-

tronic state, 	 for 02 + have been calculated by Hurley 22 Since the 

93 

of the final 0.2 + electronic states have approximatelysplitting of some 

the same energy separations as the initial two states, 
the explanation of 

than in the 
the K-LL Auger spectrum of molecular oxygen is more difficult 

analysis of nitrogen The energy spacings between S-1 and -2, B-4 and 

3-5, B-8 and B-9, B-10 and 3-11 are approximately the splitting of the Is 

to one intensityeach set is approximately in a two
level in oxygen, and, 


ratio Therefore, these peak combinations have been assigned to the
 

' decay of the 4E- and 2 l of O F respectively 

Using the observed Auger data from Table VIII page 44, and equation 

(3-3), page 83, energies for the electronic states of 0242, E022, can be 

computed E0,+ values are listed in Table XXV, and assignnrnts are made 

and compared with the theoretical calculations of Hurley2 and the experi

mental results of Mehlhorn 28 

Experimentally, four bands (0-1 through 0-4) are observed in region 

C Characterization of these bans is difficult C-1 is probably due 

to a is-2sa2p9 process although a is-2sasa%transition might also
 
The s-so so process apparently is notseen in
 

arise in this 	region 


ofgen spectrum either because of its low probability of
 
our molecular 

occurrence or because of the large span of the peaks observed in region C. 

The arrow at 445 ev in Figure 14 indicates approximately where the 

1s-2sojse2 process would be expected to appear
 

If the assignment of B-i and B-2 is correct, then the second ioniza
tion energy of the pgorbital can be computed. By substituting s( ) 

1 

ev and 1(21mg) = 13 1 eV into equation= 5431 IV ad S - 504 0 

(3-7), page 92, I(ai )-2 was 	 calculated to be 26 0 eV The value ob

into equation (3-7) is 25.2 eV, therefore,tained by substitution of B-1 
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an average value of 25 6 eV can be estimated for the second ionization 
energy of the 2pg orbital The beginning of B-1, B-I , appears at 506 8 

eV in the Auger spectrum By using the value of B-I' and E1 s(02 ) in 

equation (3-3), page 83, B0 .2(min) was coputed to be 37 4 
ev 

o Carbon monoxide In Figure 35, the carbon and oxygen K-LL Auger 

spectra of carbon monoxide are compared in the regions where the diagram 

lines ought to appear The two spectra are compared such that their 

energy scales differ by the is-binding energy of the carbon and oxygen in 

, 

500 

to 

I ,- 'j 111,11111111 

CARBON 

C.5 

1111 

c Iso 

1 Ih Ii , 

al 

- i 'ii 

BI 

B06 

CO ii This difference in energy should correspond to the difference in 5o 

energ between the initial states CPO (a carbon atom with a hole in the 

is-level) and COC+ (an oxygen atom with a hole in the is-level) involved 

in the Auger transitions The final electronic states of CO+2 expected 

for the different regions B, C and D are listed below for region B, 

(2p )-(2p )-l _ Z+ 
(2plo-I(2ph)-.1 11, 1 31, 

-

210 215 220 

2000 XYE 

OXYGEN 

IMo 
EG C4 

225 

c-2 

2"0 235 

-

240 

-i B-9 

245 

B-S 
" 

/ 

25G 

.

255 

-

;. 

(2p b)-'(2p )-. 'A,31-, 1Z+bi b 1 3~ o ",200 12 

( 2 .*)- ( 2 p )- 1 

(2 *)-b i b(2)-i 

_Z + , lZ+ 

l,3n I-

'0 

460 465 470 X11 410 4.1 
KINETIC ENERGY 40¥ 

490 49 - 00 

I 

(2*)-I(26a*)-- 'Z+ "Auger Figure 35 Diagra ine regions of the carbon and oxygen K-LL
electron spectra of carbon monoxide excited by electron impact 

for region Ca 
(2pP)-i(2sa - _ +, IZ 

(- hb)-i(3II)-i - 31, 1tIn 

(2so*)-l(2s) -1 _3Z+, IL+ 
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for region D, 

(as-) 2 TABEE XXVlb h 

Since the final electronic states of CO2 for Auger transitions are NRGIES OF THE FnAL EECTRONIC STATES FOR TM DOUBLYCHARGED CARBON MONOMDE MOLECUIAR ICN 

the same zegardless of whether the initial state was CK+o or COK+ , one 
h Onata

might expect some similar calculated EC0+2 values to result from both the Cn 
(Carbon rata)b (oxygen Dt~ 

Assignmentcarbon and oxygen spectra The ECO+2 values can be computed by using the peaka eV ev 

observed Auger data in Tables IX and X, pages 45 and 46, and equation B.4 399 40.2<4i8> b23-1 41 9 4i.y is-2p xb 
(3-3), page 83 The binding energies of the Is level were taken from 

B-2 43.4 ls- po w 
are listed in TableSiegbahn's results 11 The calculated ECO42 values 

-345 5 ls2pObw 
carbon and oxygen Auger spectra,

MM Since only a few peaks match in the 

46 o is-W 
the probability of filling a is vacancy in carbon with a given Auger n-4 

47 6 ls-w 
state of C042 is differenttransition to a particular final electronic B-5 

5o6
 
than for the filling of a is-vacancy in oxygen by the same process B56 

fl-9 54 5 ls-w 
a few peaks are coincident in the 

Another explanation of why only 
B-11 57 0 is-W 

comparison of the carbon and oxygen spectra can be formulated by consider- bC-i 65,6 l-2so w 

ing the atomic populations of the molecular orbitals in neutral CO C-a 72 y sesb 
Nevmaanu and Moskowitz 5 9 have calculated the percentage character of the 9-1 9 99 is 2soBD-1 94 is-2sob b 

valence molecular orbitals in CO and have found the percent carbon charac

-ter in each orbital to be as follows 2p b - 92, 2pn b 33, 2s *- 20 and speaks were observed in Figure 35 B-i' is the onset 

2sP- 33 Auger transitions involving the least bound 2pob molecular of the normal Auger line B-1 

bEco2 values are the energies of the final electronic
orbital might result in a large transition moment for a readjustment tn 

states of the doubly charged carbon monoxide molecular ion. 

a carbon la-vacancy The first three peaks, B-i, B-2 and B-3, in region These values were calculated by using the carbon Auger data 
of Table Ix, page 45, and equation (3-3), page 83 

B of the carbon spectra are strong in intensity, and the remaining lines hese values were calculated by using the oxygen Auger 

data of Table X, page 46, and equation (3-3). The valueB-5 through B-8 are correspondingly weak Therefore, B-i, B-2 and B-3 
given in brackets, 41 8 eV, was obtained by Dorean and 

b reference 60, for the appearance potential of CO42
probably involve the 2 pa electrons in the Auger process In the K-LL Morrison, 

oxygen spectrum of CO the strongest peaks occur between B-5 through B-7 
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and apparently involve the 2pP, 25s* and 2sob molecular orbitals The 

intensity of the first peak, B-1, in both the carton and oxygen 

of CO is strong, suggesting that this peak arises from a is-pe 

transition Also consistent with the atomic poulatio of the 

tal is the assignment of peak D-i to the ls-2sa2s2o processes 

spectra 

2 po 

p orbi-

This pro-

' 

' 

-

r--... 

-

r-

I 

2 

" 

9' 
to 

al 

. 

- -
14' 

-

. 

0 

cess is present in the oxygen but absent in the carbon spectrum of CO 

If one assumes the assignment of D-I to be correct, the second ionize-

b
tion energy of the 2so orbital can be calculated sinilarly to that de

a 

0 

al 

. -

M0 

Vt 

scribed for nitrogen on page 92 I(2sa ) was ascertained to be 56 6. 
eV The onset of B-, -i . can be used with equation (3-3) to calculate -

a value of 40 1 eV for 9CO+2(min) This value was calculated to be 39 9 u - k 

eV from the carbon data and 40 2 eV from the oxygen data, for an average C- t= 

value of 4o 1 ev Dorman and Morrison have measured the appearance 

potential of 41 8 eV for CO+2 0 " 

d Nitric oxide Figure 36 compares the nitrogen and oxygen K-rL P 

Auger spectra in the diagram line region The two spectra are related to C- :2 

each other by the energy difference between the initial 3A states of nitro-

gen and oxygen in NO. From the Auger data that were given in Tables XI 

o) 

end XII, pages 4T7and 4.,and equation (3-3), energies for the different 

final electronic states of NO+2 were ascertained These energy values 

are listed in Table XXV I and compared to the electronic states that have 

been calculated by Hurley 22 Also, the assignments for NO are given i+2 

2 

2 

-

a 

a 
W 

a 
0 

liii. I 

(O. 

Oo 1 

Iti 

-

Table IOCVII 

A double hole vacancy in nitric oxide of 2pg*2p b gives rise to a 

X2Z+ final electronic state, and a 2pe 2pgb combination forms a A2A state. 

a 
0 

{n/WguO) AIISN3iNI 

00 
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TABLE rwvii 

ENERGIES OF THE FINAL EICTRONIC STATES FOR TRE DOUBLY
= __2_9following 

CHARGED NITRIC OXIDE MOLEULAR IOt-
ON 


Final Nitrogen

Peak0 Initial Electronic Oxygen

Stateb States DataeV (eV) (eV)
Data 
 Calculationse
 

B-1 I R <
B-2 R 370 > 36 1 380spectrum
3i z+ 37 2 


B-3 
 3 A211 38 6 38 72 


B-4 I B2 Z+ 
 4 0 4e 87 


B-7 312 
 43 4 

B-8 
 44 i 

B-9 i 
 47 3 

B-l 3 
 47 6 47 8
 
B-14 31 54 5 

C-2 
 63 7 

0-3 
 712 718
c-4 76 1 
 77 2 

D-1 
 98 8 


aEnergies of the peaks were obtained from Figures 33, 
 page 8oa 3,Paeakl 
 -l s wee Obnse fom Figure 33B-1e0
and 36, 
 Page 101 -' Is the onset Of peak -1 'doubleB3H and INare the initial states for NK+o (an NO molecule with
is vacancy in the nitrogen atom) and for NOK+a (an NO molecule with 

a is vacancy in the oxygen ato) 
 For For NOK+ the initial singlet

triplet states are separated by 1 5 eV. K+o the initial singlet and
 
and triplet states are separated by 0 7 eV
 

aThese are the final electronic states of NO+2. 
dEN +2 -are t h
 +2 
h e energies Of the electronic states of NO relative
to the ground electronic state of neutral NO These values were cal-


culated by using the Auger dataand equation (3-3), page 83 In Tables XI and nII, PagesThe values of 35 7 and 33 9 eV47areandthe48,
 
calculated values from the nitrogen and oxygen Auger data for the minlistedinbrack tse
e39 8, wobleIsaac energy required for do u l energy of NON(Oa,(E 0 21nrgdatn) forhe vmin.(min)) The value 

lisedn baes38 wa obtained by Dorman and Morrison, refere 

eThese values were obtained from reference aa 
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Atomic populations of the different molecular orbitals for neutral NO
 

have been theoretically obtained by Brion et al 52 They arrived at the 
percentages of nitrogen character 64, b b"3 2pa - 60, 

and 2sc*- 50 From the above percentages, one might expect (1)the
is-2x*2pob(XE + ) transition to have a large intensity in the nitrogen
 

and a smaller one in the oxygen spectrum and (2)a transition to

the A2 1 electronic state of FO+2 to appear with equal probability in both 

spectra 
 Peak B-3 in the nitrogen spectrum does not have a counterpart
 

in the oxygen spectrum, suggesting that B-3 could have originated from a 

ls-2pA*2papb(X2e +) transition Likewise, the large intensity of B-5 in 

both spectra suggests that B-5 resulted from a lsa-pn 2pfb(A211) transition 
These latter assignments are possible with the observed Auger data from 

two additional considerations (1)there is some doubt about the origin
 

of B-i and B-2 -- they have not been conclusively shown to have formed
 

from normal Auger processes (these low intensity peaks could have formed
 
from the decay of monopole excited states 
- see page 82) and (2)the ex

perimentally determined value for EN0 +2(min), the minimum energy for 
electron removal from neutral NO, from the Auger data would be 

closer to the appearance potential measured from electron impact studies 
(39 8 eV) 6C 
By using the energy of B-i and equation (3-3), an average
 

value of Emin(3) was calculated to be 35 4 eV
 
In addition to the 31 initial states of NK+o and NOK+ (as mentioned
 

in the first paragraph of this section), there exists a singlet initial
 

state, I1, for each fK+0 and N0K+. 
 As show, by Siegban et e1,I the
 
triplet and singlet states are separated by 1 5 eV for nitrogen and 0 7 eV
 

in oxygen. The relative population of the triplet to singlet states is 
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three to one Some evidence for the splitting of the initial state is 

seen in both the oxygen and nitrogen spectra In the nitrogen spectrum 
ORNL- DWG 70-700 

B-1 and 3-2 are separated by 1 7 eV in approximately a three to one ratio, 

and, in the oxygen spectrum splittings of 0 4 eV between B-4 and B-5 and OXYGEN WATER HYDROGEN 

of 0 5 eV between B-9 and B-10 are seen 
ATOMIC

ORBITALS 
MOLECULAR ORBITALS ATOMIC 

ORBITALS 

B friatoic Molecules b. 

Water 2[ b 42 61 (a) b a i 

The electron configuration of water is Is itl 2 12 2 2 

The 
63 eV t 

molecular orbital diagram of water, accompanied with the orbital energies, 

is presented in Figure 37. The K-LL Auger spectrum of water is 

Figure 38 ComPred to other oxygen spectra, such as molecular 

shown in 

oxygen and 

Zs 

28 47 eV 

nitric oxide (Figures 14 and 18, pages 38 and 42, respectively), the water 

spectrum is exceedingly simple Of the eight bands visible in the water 

spectrum, the four lying in region B involve w orbitals (w= 1b1 ; 2aI and 

1b2 ) in the Auger process, the two lying in region C involve w and s 

electrons (s= la1 ), and the remaining two appearing in region D probably 

involve . electons Four of the bands, B-1, B-2, C-1 and D-I, probably 

arise from nozmal Auger transitions, and the remaining four from low Is 5 

energy satellite processes 532 OeV 

Since the lb orbltal of wter has the lowest binding energy) one Figure 3T Molecular orbital dia am for water 

might expect the first normal Auger line, B-i, to have resulted from a 

ls-lbl lb I process Frai calculations, 
6 1 the lb I orbital can be simply (a), obtained from reference 62, (b), obtained from reference .1 

written as the 2pX atomic orbital of oxygen, indicating that the lbI orbi

tal is 100 percent localized on the oxygen atom in the water molecule 

It also seems reasonable to assign the most intense Auger line, B-1, to a 
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transition involving the maximum use of this orbital, i e., the is-lbllb1 

transition The energies of the different peeks and their assignments 

are given in Table XXVIII 

If the assignments of B-i at 498.6 t 0 3 eV and D-i at 457 4 ± 0 6 

eV are correct, the second ionization energy of the lb 1 and 1 I orbitals 

can be ascertained by using equation (3-7), page 92, I(ibl) and 

a l~lfromwre calculated to be 28 5 and 50 1 eV, respectively. By using 

(3-3), page 83, and the onset of B-1, B-I', an estimate of 39 2 

eV is mad. for %, 2(mln), the minimum energy required for removing the 

least tightly bound electrons from an unexcited water molecule 

aweunexcitedawater0molecule 

2 Carbon Dioxide 

2tj +)2,:L +2(2c *)2aY + 4 4
'.~~arboln dioxide al1.Is j3o iLbn (c 1%o 

electron configaration Figure 39 shows the molecular orbital diagram
 

of C0 The carbon and oxygen K-LL Auger spectra of carbon dioxide are 

shown in Figures 40 and 41, respectively. Each spectrum is divided into 

regions A, B, C and D. The Auger electron energies for the observed 

peaks in each spectrum are given in Table XX0X 

The relative positions of the Auger lines in the carbon and oxygen 
spectra are compared in Figure ha as to the difference in the two is 

binding energies of carbon and oxygen in C02 (for a similar comparison 
see COand NO, pgs96 and 100) The pek n rgo aebe 

attributed to high energy satellite lines Six peaks In region B have 
been assigned to normal Auger lines Energies of six possible final 

states of C02 can be calculated by using equation (3-3) and the cor

responding energy for each of the identified normal lines By using 
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ORNL-DWG 70-697
 

CARBON CARBON DIOXIDE OXYGEN 
TABLE XXVIII ATOMICATOMIC MOLECULAR ORBITALS 

ORBITALSASSIGNMENTS AIM ELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES 

IN WATER K-LL AUGER SPECTRUM AL
 

Absolute 2
Energyu 2 

Peak (eV1a (eVV' Assignment 2 rp 
B-I' 500 5 ± 1 39 2 

B-i 498 6 ± 0 3 41 1 is o-blb \ i796eV"b 

33.6leVB-2 493"8o4 458 1s 0 -W 

B-3 16 59eV I486.8 ± o 4 satelite 1 e07(o) 

B-4 4 2 ± 0 4 satellitec 4936 a o 

C-i 474 6 ± 0 4 63 1 iso-lalw 

54blL ]2sC-2(sh) 469 2 ± 0 6 satellite 

D-i 457.4 ±06 3 lS-lallal 37 9 b) I I.8 
2847eV 

satellite9D-2(sh) 447 6 ± 1 0 

aTe absolute energy of the peaks listed in Is [---c 
column I were obtained from Figure 38, page 106 283 8eV
 

b 0+2 is energy of the different electronic 
 540 44 - 1s 

5+2 
states of the doubly charged water ion The EO2 


5320eV
values were calculated from equation (3-3), page 83. 

cRefers to a low energy satellite line Figure 39 Molecular orbital diagram for carbon dioxide 

dB- 3 could, also result frm a lSo-lb21b2 
(a), obtained from reference 63, (b), obtained frm reference 64,

transition 

(c), obtained from reference 1
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Figure 40 Carbon K-LL Auger electron spectrum of carbon dioxide excited by electron impact 

CARON 0I2010 

.45 455 472 30432 44 43 46 4O021 470 40 4 5 420 435 .00 5 . 1C 1'02 
KINETIC(EESY (w) 

Figure 43 Or'gen K-IL Auger electron spectrum of carbon dioxide excited by electron impact 

520 
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TABLE rx4 

EIReMON PEAK EN1ERIESF19 THE CARBON ANDhOYGEN 
K-LL AUGER SPECTA IF CARBON DIOXIDE o '0 P 

EA(C-CO") A(O-C%)02)> 

PeaksA-I 
A-2B-1, 

B-i 

0 V)b2726±05:to 
2682 ± 0 5259 T 
258 3 t 02 

(eV),~**4 

511 3 ± 0 3503 4 
501 9 ±03 

-, .. 

B-2 
B-3 
B-4 
B-5 
B-6 
B-7 
B-8 
0-1 
0-2 
0-3 
c-4 
C-5 
c-6 
0-7 
c-8 
D-1 
D-2 

254 2±0o4 

251 7 02 
249 6 ± 0 3 
2441±-o 5 

242-o 6 

2352±05 
231 5 ± 0 5 

228 4±106 

2141±0 7 

498 3 ±05 
490 ±03 

493.3 ± 0 3 
488 6±1o 4 
485 6 ± 0 5 

4797±o50 

472 6& 05 

469 8 ± o 8 
h66 6 ± 1.0 
463 4 ± 12 

40o8t08 

T

6

0 

,o 
u 

a 

0 

D-3 44 1±i 1 

5'The onset of a gives peak is Indicated by 
a primed number 

bEA(C - CCk) represents the electron ener-
glesof the different Auger lines measured in 
the carbon K-LL Anger spectrum of C02 (Figure 
40) 

cE (0- C02) represents the electron ener-
gles . the different Auger lines measured in 
the oWgen K-IL Auger spectrum of CO-A(Figure 
41) 
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the value for B-i' and equation (3-3), the minimum ionization energy 

TABLE XX
required to remove the two least bound electrons of CO. was estimated to 

MOLECULAR IONASSIGNMENTS AND ENERGIES OF TNE DIOXIDE STATESFOFITNAL ELECTRONIC
be 37 6 eV. Table X2X sumnarizes the above results THE DOUBLY CHARGED CARBONDIXEMOCUA'N 

C Polyatmic Molecules a en ata) 
Assignment(Carb t n Data)

e.ak1 Methane and the Fluoromethanes 
is-W37 5 < 36 4 >37 8B-i 


The K-LL Auger spectra of the carbon and fluorine elements in CH4, -i 39 2 39 0 is-w'
 

ls-wB-2 433 42 6 
CH3 F, CH2FS, CKF3 and CF4 are shown in Figures 43-31, and,Tables =-

43 9 ls-W 
XXXIX give the peak energies indicated by the arrows in each of the 

45 8 lo-W
figures Figure 52 gives an orbital energy diagram for the above listed B-h 

47 9 47 6 1s-WB-5
compounds 

3 s-W53 4 52 
a The carbon spectra A composite of all the carbon spectra of B-6 

Is-We 
is-geC-2 60 5This figure ind-the fluoromethane series is illustrated in Figure 53 

C-3 67 3 68 3 1S-ws 
cates an increase in the complexity of the spectra from CH4 and CHF 2 


Is-ss

and then a leveling-off to CF4 This observation of the increasing c-4 


D-lcomplexity parallels the number of non-degenerate molecular orbitals 81 6 

available to form different electronic states of the final doubly charged D-2 

Ion As the number of molecular orbitals increases, the number of pos

sible double hole combinations also may be expected to increase, thereby b values are the energies of the final electronic 
states oPthe doubly chaged dixdh Aoeuardatnui carbon 

enlarging the complexity of the resulting Auger spectra 
dobl charged carbon dioxide molecular ion 

thEC~ datacarbon Auger
These values were calculated by using the 
of Table XXIX and equation (3-3), page 83In the methane spectrum a broad maximum occurs at 250 0 eV This can 

CThese values were calculated by using the oxgen data 
be assigned to transitions involving t2 electrons, i e , is-tt 2 process 

in Table XXIX The value given in brackets, 36 4 V, was 
3 7 obtained by Dorman and Mot ison, reference 6o t 

In photoelectron spectroscopy the appearance of a broad band has been 

pearance potential of 002 
attributed to (1) transitions to several unresolved vibrational states of 

a stable electronic state, (2)transitions to unstable electronic states, 
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o ELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN THE K-LL 
B- 24 34±1
SPECTRUM OF MTHANEr-oAUGER

Iz 
~Absolute Energy,a
Pe (eV)
 

B-l' 255 5
 

B-1 250 0 1 0 5
 

C-1 237 3 ± 0 8
 

D-1 229 61:o T
 

~aPeaks were observed in Figre 43 
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TABLE XXXlII 

ELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN THE FLUORINE K-LL AUGER 
SPECTRUM OF METHYL FLUORIDE 

TABLE XXXii 

eaAbsolute Ener 
ELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN THE CARBON K-LL AUGER 

(ev)SPECTRUM OF ME FLUORIDE 

B-1' 657 8 

Absolute Energy B-I 655 1 ± 0 4 Peak' (eV) 

B-2 651 0 * 0 5B-1' 258 3 

B-3 648 1 ± 0 4B-1 256 1 ± 0 4 

B-2 2472 ± 0 8 B-4 645 4 ± , 4 

0-1 2423 ± 0 5 B-5 643 0 1 0 5 

B-6 6384±o8d-2 2381± 05 

D-1 2315 t 0 4 B-7 635 3 ± 1 0 

B-8 6316 :t0 8
D-2 2232 ± 1 0 

D-3 2171 ± 1 2 B-9 626 8 ± 0 7 

0-1 6iW1 ± 0 6 

aPeaks were observed in Figure 44i 	 C-2 61o.6 ± i 0 

D-I 5996±o7 

D-2 589 7 ± 1 2 

0 Peaks were observed in Figure 45 
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TABLI n 

TABLE X2IVO IXTRCN PEAK ENcG1S N FTI POIN K-LL AUGER 

SPECTRUM OF DIFlWORO16ANE 
EICTRON PEAK NRGIES IN THE OARBON K-L5 AIJGER 

SPECTRUIM OF DhIUOCRCHNAN 18Asotute Energya peso (eV) 

Absolute Energy B-i' 658 8(ev) 
e60 2 0 7 B-i 656 4 ±07 

b 255 ± 0 5 B-2 6512 ± 05 

C 252 2 ± 0 7 B-3 647.4 ± o.6 

d 2489 ± 06 B-4 644 7± 0 5 

e 2469 ±0 7 B-5 642 4 ± o 5 

1 243 9 ±06 3-6 63 6 ± 05 

2392 ± 0 7 B-7 631 8 ± 0 9 

h 2347 08 B-8 6256±09 

1 229 8±10 C-1 618 1 ±(0 5 

J 225 0 ±1 0-2 611 3 ± 1 2 

k 216 6 ±1 2 D-i 598 0 ± 1 0 

D-2 588.7 ± 1.2 

aP.kn .c Oserved1 Fire 46 ~aPeak were observed in Finere 47 

9 
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TABLE XXVI 
ELECTRON PEAK EERGIES IN THE CARBON K-IL AUGER 

SPECTRUM OF TRIFWUOROMfTZANE 

Pea a Absolute Ener y(eV) 
a 2658 ± 0 5 

b 260 0 - 0 7 

a 255 5 &04 

d 253 0 t0 5 

e 249 8 ± O4 
f 2476±04 

g 245 0 ±0 5 

h 2 0.3 06 

1 229 5 11 1 

1 225 9 ±i I 
k 2177t1 5 

apeaks were observed in rguro 48 
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TABLE XXXVII 

ELECTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN THE FLUORNE K-L1 AUGER 
SPECTRUM OF TRIFLOROWTHANS 

A l,)
 
peaE
 

B-i 65 5 
B-1 654 0 ;t 2 3 

B-2 
 6504 ± 0 4 
B-3 648 9 1 o 

B-4 6468 ±ko6 
B-5 644 6 1 .4 

B-6 643 4 ± 0.5 
B-7 641 ± o6 

B-8 636 2 t 0 6 

B-9 631 6 1 o 8 
B-10 
 624 4 ± 0 7 

C-i 6170 1 06 
C-2 
 6o56±09 

D-1 597.4 ± 1 7 

D-2 587 8 ± 2.3 

SPeaks were observed in Figure 49. 
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As pointed out previously with the diatomic molecules (Section A c 

al I t  in a X-LL Auger spectrum are assisteechaperlIl), analyses of the peaksor (3) transitions which involve pre-dissociation Siegbahn et 

by the division of the spectrum into different regions. For example, I 
have suggested that the broad band in methane results from the rapid pre-

of CH4 +2  the methane spectrum (Figure 42, page 113) peaks B-i and B-2 most like]
dissociation To support their suggestion they measured the dis-

or C2H6+2 (-8 eV), and of C616+2 involve the t 2 electrons in the Auger process, C-1 most likely origiaat
sociation energy of CH4+2 (-13 eV), 

from ls-alt2 processes, and D-1 from a ls-alaI process(+1.3 eV), and,they relate the observation of the sharp peaks in the ben-

The carbon Auger spectrum of tetrafluoromethane (Figure 50, page 3 
zene Auger spectrum to the stability of C6H6 +2  However, the t 2 4 elec-

is also divided into different regions according to the electrons invol
tronic configuration of CH4+2 would exhibit Jahn-Teller distortion The 

degeneracy of the t2 state would be expected to be split and, consequently, 	 in the Auger process From the division, the ise-w process (w = 3t 2 , 

it., l) involves essentially all fluorine-like electrons These tramns
Auger transitions to these different states might also be the reason for 

in the
the observed broad band Thus far, no calculations on the electronic 	 tions appear low in intensity compared to the ls.ww processes 

fluorine spectrum (see Figure 51, page 124) In Figure 50, the stronge
states of CH4+2 have been attempted Tf Jahn-Teller distorted final 

process, and the Ie
states are the cause of the observed broad band for the is-t 2 t 2 process 	 peak at 250 8 eV possibly results from a Is 0 -2t 2 3t2 

in the methane spectrum, one might expect a decrease in the FWHM(full 	 at 230 2 eV originates from a 1sc-1t 2 3t 2 process This assignment is 

2 and 2t2 orbit
width at half maximum) of the peak attributed to this process, as one pro-	 formulated from the large 2p-carbon character inthe It

Peaks A-i, A-2 and A-3 are probably due to autoionizationceeds from CH4 to Sill4 to CF4 where the amount of splitting of the elec-

di- and tri-fluoromethan4tronic states is known to decrease This supposition is made by analogy Division of the carbon spectra of mono-, 

into different regions is difficult because there are many electrons V. to the band widths observed upon the removal of a t 2 electron in the 

different energies available to fill the Is carbon vacancy However,
photoelectron spectrum of CH4, SiH 4 and CF4 The FWHM of the peak in the 

tentative assignments are given to the methyl fluoride spectrum (see
Auger spectrum resulting from the is-t2t2 process does, indeed, decrease 


in this series I 	 Table XL)
 

3 F, 248 9 eV for CH?2 	 £f we assume that the first peak in each spectrum results from a
The strongest peak appears at 249 2 eV for CH

249 8 eV for CHF3 , and 250 8 eV for CF4 , and, the P4M decreases from a lec-w process to lowest energy electronic state of the doubly charged 

sharp peak of 0 8 eV for CF4 This re-	 ion, then estimates of EC y+2(min), the minimum energy required tobroad band of 6 7 eV for CH4 to a 	 re 

duction in FWH suggests a decreasing trend toward pre-dissociation or 	 move the two least bound electrons from a neutral molecule, can be made 

ECHxFy+2(min) values of 35 2, 35 2, 36.9 and 40.3 were ascertained byJahn-Teller distortion and an increasing trend toward stability of the 

final doubly charged ion
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using the 	onset of the first peak, B-1 , the Is binding energies of 

carbon In CH, CH3 P, CH3 and 0F4., and equation (3-3), page 83 These, 
TABLE XL 


along with some additional calculations from the observed carbon and
SLMUW4OF TH RESULTS OBTAfLED FROM THE K-LL AUGER SPECTRA

OF METHANE AND THE FLUOROMETHAiES 	 fluorine data, are summarized in Table XL 

ComEound Spectnm -. Process E(CaxF) +2 b I(X)lo I(X)-2 b The fluorine spectra Figure 54 shows a composite of all the 

CH4 C is-t 2 t 2 (3> 2) 12 8 22 4 fluorine K-LL Auger spectra of the fluorcmethane series The main peaks 

C ie-a l t 2 53 4 in each spectrum appear at approximately the same energy, however, smallC is-aleI (61 i) 23 1 38 0 

CE3 ? 	 C is(35 2) 12 5 22 7 differences in structure appear in the processes that reflect differences 

C ls-alaI 62 0 23 4 38 6 In the chemical bonding, i e , the lsF-w processes If the first peak 

C Is-alal(F) 70 3 is due to the removal of the two least bound electrons, then E +2(mln)
OH3 F 	 F is-al(F)al(F) 92 8 39 7 53 1
 

F (36 9) can be estimated (see Table XL)
CM 3 

CF4 C ls-3t2 3tp (42 8) 16.2 26 6
 

C Is-2t2 t2 51 0 2 Silane and Silicon Tetrafluoride 

C ls-l' 2 3t 2 72 6 
GF4 F (37 9) Thus far, ye have discussed the Auger spectra of molecules with only 

ndthe a ino o-otiigama 0 	 K andn L shellsaaaoc OCCupied Theaninclusion of silcon-containing corn-
AC and F represent the carbon and fluorine K-LL Auger spectra, 

c listed In cospetra 	 study of Auger proreFrpeetivelyt of th admfourd 	 Pounds in the list of matcrials otudied allows for the 

bE(CCMFy)+2 represents the energy of the final doubly charged cesses involving the M shell. Also the two silicon compounds allowed one 
ion of CH F?4. Xad y an vary from 0 to 4, such that x + y =4
The velues liste& in parentheses represent the minimum energ r to study Auger processes of molecules occurring beneath the valence level 
quired for the process listed in column 3 

l Is the first ionization energy for a given orbital X a The silicon L-M spectra Figures 55 and 56 illustrate the 

(X)- 2 is the second ionization energy for a given orbital X. silicon L-M Auger spectra of SiH4 and SiF4 , and Tables )MI and XI1I list 

the energies 	of the observed structure In the silane spectrum, Figure 55, 

there exists a broad maximum at 73 7 OV of aPproximately 2.7 eV NM 

Also, some sharp peaks are observed at 77 7, 77.0 And 76 4 ev In the 

silicon tetrafloride spectrum, Pigre 56, there exists little structure 

superimposed on a high background The main band appears at 66 3 eV of 

approximately 3.0 eV WHM 
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TABLE XLI 

ELECTRON PEAK EEGIES IN TMM SILICON 
i M4 AUGER SPSO'TRUM OF SILAME 

0 Absolute Energy 
°- Peak' (eV) 

a 844-± 5 

_ TT7T7± .4 
k d 77 0-± 
PD 

.- : 73 7± 6 
9 71 01 ± 8 
h 65 o68 ± 6 

S63 3 ± 8 

'Peaks were observei in Figure 55 
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Comparison of SiH4 with 0H4 Auger spectra (Figure 55, page 141, and 

Figure 43, page 116) presents a narrower main peak in the case of Sil4, 

suggesting (1) a greater stability of Si4 + compared to CH4 2, or (2) a 

smaller splitting of Jahn-Teller distorted electronic states with Si014* . 

This latter comparison was discussed in section C 1 a., Page 136 

b. The silicon K-LL spectra Silicon K-ZL Auger processes take 

TABLE XLIi 
place beneath the valence M level The K- and L-shell electrons are 

ELCTRON PEAK ENERGIES IN THE SILICON L-M 
localized on the silicon atom, thus changes in the K-LL Auger line ener-

AUGER SPECTRUM OF TETRAFLhOROSILANE gles result mainly from a change in electron density surrounding the 

Absolute Energy silicon, such as may occur with changes in the oxidation state These 

Peaks (eV) changes or chemical shifts have been thoroughly exploited in the case of 

a 66 3 ± i i photoionization and have proved to be a powerful tool for chemical analy

b 58.5 ± 1.1 sis A chemical shift of 5 5 ± 0 7 eV was witnessed in measuring the K-LL 

o 55.7 * 14 Auger spectra of SiH4 and SiF4 (Figures 57 and 58). Tables XMIII and XLIV 

& 46 0 ± 1 6 give the energies of the lines observed in the Sill4 and SiF4 spectra 

speaks were observed in Figre 56 c The fluorine spctrum of tetrafluorosilane* The fluorine K-LL 

Auger spectrum of SiF4 is similar in appearance and energy to that ob

served with fluorine spectra of the fluoromethanes and for this reason is 

included in Figure 54, page 140 Also, the spectrum is presented in 

Figure 59 and Table XLV lisms the energies of the observed peaks 

D Tabulation of Results 

The identification of the normal lines In the Auger spectra allows 

for the calculation of (1) the minimum energy requircd for double elec

tron removal from the ground electron state of a neutral molecule (Table 

XLVI) and (2) the second ionization energy for a given molecular orbital 

(Table XLVII). 
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TABLE XLIII 

ELrDTN PfAK MMOIES IN T SILICON 

K-LL AUGE SPECTRUM OF SILANE 
TABLE XLIV 

a 

b 

e 

Absolte Energy 

1599 S t 3 

592 7 ±4 

3191 0 4 

1586 5 ± 6 

1583815 

Ab~lue neIrEmolhO FEWKThS~IE IN M1 SILICON i-IL 
AUGERSPECTM OF TETRAILOPIIOSIAME 

Ascrte E,~r& 

PeaX (aV) 

s 159 8± 3 

b 15872 4 

15855 

h 

C 15792±*5 

15718± 6 

1558 8 4 

1540 7 6 

0 3 

e 

S 

h152b 

1579.1 

a5755 

15710±a 

153 3 

6 

5 

8 

*. 

k 

1. 

1533 0 t 4 

151 • £ 3 1531.0± 4 

1497 7 6 bCai ie5 

n 14896* 8 

0Peaks Were observed in Figuxre 57 
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v02 

5H 

A cAbsoluteEnergy 

4B-2 

B-1 

BPMMT OF TETATORM6IUM 

651 6 t i 
63 a t c 

o 

4 

' 

S-

B-5 

B-6 

B-7 

633.6 ± 0 T 

630 2 ± 0 4 

624 5 ± 0 4 

615 9 ± o 

- D-I 596 3 1 0 5 

ap aloaer~ed in Fig ~59
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TABLE XLVI 

MOAM NUERGYEFIRE FOR DOULE EATRON 
FOR AZ~fBYER OP SfLE MOIECULES AS MEASURED 


BY AGE OSOF 


molecule 

0a9 
co F 

GO 40 2 
NO 35.4 

Ra 92H20
Co2 37 6 


CH4 35 0 


C3F 35 0 


36 9CHF 3 

CF4 4o 4 

\4(min) is the minimum energy required to 
remove the two least bound electrons from the ground 
state of a neutral molecule, as determined from the 
onset of the normal Auger lines
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TABLE XLVII 

SECOND IONIZATION ENERGY OF A MOLECULAR ORBITAL FOR
 
SOME SIMPLE GASEOUS MOLECULES AS MEASURED
 

fBYAUGER SPECTROSCOPY 

F)rocess I(X)-2 

N2 is- 2B2sog 57 6 
02a s- 253 
0 
5O 
EO1 

62np h2 
ISo-2sh2so 

0 1 1 b 
iSo-lblb, 

56 6
6

26 6 
OC4 ls-t2t2 22 4 

ls-alaI 37 8 

CF lsc-v5 e 22.7 

CH3 F isF-al(F)al(F) 53.1 

OF4 1sc-3t2 3t2 26 6 

aI(X)-2 is the second ionization energy for a 
given orbital X that In involved in the transition 
ls-=o in column 2 
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CRUMh1 IV 

Auger electron emissions have been examined from some simple gaseous 

molecules (N2., 02, CO, NO, 120, C2, 014, CH3P, C' 2 F2 , CHF3, CD4, SiH4 

and SiF4 ) An attempt has been made to separate each spectrum into 

regions so as to distinguish the normal Auger processes from the satel

lite processes. After analyzing the Auger spectrum for high energy satel

lite contributions a simplified shell model (ignoring any coupling schemes) 

was used in determining for soma of the molecules the molecular orbital 

occupancy and the final electronic states of the doubly charged ion in

volved in the Auger transition Besides obtaining information about 

doubly charged ions, high resolution Auger spectroscopy affords one a 

tool for molecular identification, and, it reflects information concern

ing initial excitation processes that can occur in molecules
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